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The STUC’s first ‘A Just Scotland’ (AJS1) report undertook to conduct an in-depth consideration of the is-
sues relating to Scotland’s constitutional future.  The starting point for that discussion was to allow indi-
viduals, trade union members and their families to be empowered to consider Scotland’s constitutional 
future within the wider context of the collective values we hold. For the STUC, the referendum debate 
was and continues to be, not simply a means of discussing the form of Scotland’s constitutional arrange-
ments, but an exciting opportunity to reawaken a debate on social justice and equality, to talk about the 
sort of Scotland we want to see. 

 

Over the past 12 months Scotland’s trade unions have involved themselves in intensive debate and dis-
cussions. The nature of the membership and the industrial concerns of unions are different. Each has 
adopted an approach consistent with its own internal democracy but all have had, as a key consideration, 
‘how best can we achieve social justice’.   

 

AJS 1 laid out a number of challenges and posed some key questions.  The report criticised the quality of 
information that was being provided and the way in which much of the information was being presented. 

 

Whilst it is fair to say that there has been an increase in available information on offer from the respective 
governments, campaigns, political parties and the academic community, the presentation and commen-
tary associated with this information still continues to frustrate reasoned debate.  Whilst a significant pro-
portion of Scottish voters state that they require additional information, an even greater proportion of 
voters state that they are finding it difficult to decide whether the information which they are being pro-
vided with is true or not.  

 

Scotland continues to be a highly unequal country both in respect of income, a range of social determi-
nants such as health and life expectancy and also in respect of gender, age, race, disability and sexual ori-
entation. We do not yet live in a Scotland where your life chances are not dependent on the circumstanc-
es of your birth or where people can live and work free from fear of bullying and harassment or free from 
sexual violence. 

 

The STUC called for social justice to take centre stage in the referendum debate and significant progress 
has been made in that respect. The pro-devolution parties make their case on the basis that the UK is 
effective as a redistributive state.  Equally there is a strong theme within the YES campaign and the argu-
ments put forward by the Scottish Government that independence would increase the likelihood of en-
hanced social justice in Scotland.    
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It is vital that both sides of the debate recognise that for many, including a significant number of trade 
unionists, the answer to this, and other questions posed by the referendum  ‘isn’t obvious’.  They are in 
the process of balancing advantages and disadvantages based on the recognition that changing Scotland’s 
relationship with the UK involves a ‘trade off’ of powers and/or opportunity.  Presenting a binary view in 
which there are no positive aspects to the alternative position, or weaknesses within one’s own is neither 
helpful to those who are still undecided or to the quality of debate generally.  Equally, there continues to 
be too much emphasis on undermining the credibility of individuals and political parties with whom each 
campaign disagrees increasing the febrile tone and reducing the potential for reasoned discussion. 

 

Much has been made of the fact that the majority of the policy detail has emanated from the ‘Yes’ side of 
the argument.  There is an extent to which this is inevitable and unsurprising.  ‘Yes’ is attempting to paint 
a vision of a different future whereas ‘Better Together’ is defending a continuing constitutional arrange-
ment where individual parties will continue to put forward their own specific policy and different posi-
tions at Westminster and Holyrood.  Thus, whilst an analysis of what policies would be brought forward 
by pro-devolution parties, and particularly the Labour Party as the main opposition, at both Holyrood and 
Westminster, will continue to be a factor in the decision for some, it is not reasonable or helpful to expect 
a coherent set of policies to be put forward by Better Together.  Equally, whilst the likely first term pro-
gramme of government in Scotland post a 2016 ‘yes’ vote is bound to figure in people’s calculation (a fact 
which has been explicitly recognised in the Scottish Government’s publication Scotland’s Future) the YES 
campaign should not be expected to outline a complete programme for post-independence government 
nor to state a position on all of the options which would be available.   

 

However, having rightly presented devolution as a process not an event and suggested that additional 
powers would be devolved in the future, it is incumbent on the pro-devolution parties to make clear, prior 
to the referendum vote, which further powers they believe should be devolved.  In this context, it is en-
tirely reasonable to present, on the one-hand, a set of proposals which is agreed amongst the three par-
ties alongside discreet proposals which each party would argue for in the future but on which consensus 
has not been achieved.  There continues to be a continuing majority amongst Scottish voters for signifi-
cantly enhanced devolution.   But, as the polls confirm, this majority is made up from a combination of 
those for whom enhanced devolution is the preferred option and for whom it is not the worst option. The 
STUC will publish a detailed set of enhanced devolution proposals in due course, some of which are re-
ferred to in this paper. This will reflect the STUC’s long held view that improvements to the current settle-
ment are possible.  It does not signify a general preference for enhanced devolution over independence.   

 

As with the first report, A Just Scotland 2 does not seek to make judgments in relation to the question of 
‘identity’.  National identity matters, but it is often a personal issue on which a collective trade union view 
cannot be proposed. Neither does it reach a conclusive view on whether to recommend a ‘yes, or ‘no’ 
vote on other grounds.  Indeed, the judgement it identifies in relation to advantages and disadvantages 
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within specific policy areas suggests that whilst individual unions may reasonably take a view based on 
their own priorities, it is entirely possible that the STUC will not.   

 

What this report does attempt to do is to answer more definitively some of the key questions posed in 
AJS1 and to identify the key areas which require further exploration.  It does this in five sections: 

 

1. Executive Summary  

2. Democracy and the politics of independence  

3. The institutional and macro-economic situation an independent Scotland would inherit 

International institutions  

Macro-economic position & currency  

Scotland’s relative fiscal position  

4. Tackling economic inequality 

Taxation and redistribution  

Sustainable economic growth 

Reforming the labour market 

The role of trade unions 

Pensions and Social security 

Public services 

5. Promoting Equality  

Equality and Human rights 

Immigration 
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Democracy and the politics of independence 

 A current failing of the debate is in the absolute characterisation of (on the one hand) a UK state 
which is incapable of reform and (on the other) an independent Scotland which would be too small 
to exert any wider global influence or to co-operate across national boundaries.  Both are profound-
ly depressing, unhelpful characterisations which are alien to trade union values of promoting politi-
cal reform and supporting our brothers and sisters to do so internationally.  

 Having presented devolution as a process not an event and suggested that additional powers would 
be devolved in the future, it is incumbent on the pro-devolution parties to make clear, prior to the 
referendum vote, which further powers they believe should be devolved.  It is entirely reasonable to 
present, on the one-hand, a set of proposals which is agreed amongst the three parties alongside 
discreet proposals which each party would argue for in the future but on which consensus has not 
been achieved. 

 The STUC will publish a detailed set of enhanced devolution proposals in due course, some of which 
are referred to in this paper. This will reflect the STUC’s long held view that improvements to the 
current settlement are possible.  It does not signify a general preference for enhanced devolution 
over independence. 

 

International institutions 

 A prolonged EU accession process seems unlikely as Scotland already meets the acquis communau-
taire.  It has not however been conclusively established that Scotland would not be obliged to adopt 
the Euro and join the Schengen passport-free travel zone although the fact that other EU members 
enjoy these exemptions has given the Scottish Government understandable grounds for optimism. 

 However, the Scottish Government’s optimism that it would be able to negotiate very quick mem-
bership and enjoy such benefits as its share of the UK rebate is overstated and unhelpful to the de-
bate. Equally unhelpful is the stance of the UK Government which appears to be more concerned 
with establishing a negotiating position than providing clarity for Scottish voters who are, after all, 
currently UK and European citizens and to whom it owes a duty to provide the best possible infor-
mation and guidance prior to the referendum vote. 
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Macroeconomics/Currency 

 Decisions on the macroeconomic framework will largely determine the extent of economic sover-
eignty available to an independent Scotland. Choices will also exert a profound influence over the 
stability and prosperity of a newly independent nation at a potentially difficult economic juncture. 

 Politicians have made little effort to present the issues and arguments in a way that engages the 
people of Scotland. Indeed, it often seems as if it suits both sides for the macroeconomic debate to 
remain as opaque as possible. Therefore, many trade union members understandably regard the 
debate about macroeconomic powers as arcane, overly complex and irrelevant to the challenges 
they face on a day to day basis. 

 None of the currency options is wholly compelling; each entails potential risks to stability and limita-
tions on the independent nation’s discretion to manage its own macroeconomic affairs. 

 The declaration by the Westminster Government and the UK’s main political parties that there are 
no conceivable circumstances in which they would agree to a formal currency union with an inde-
pendent Scotland is unhelpful. 

 However, it is an unavoidable truth that, there are a number of disadvantages for the rUK in agree-
ing to a currency union and in its denial of these and its exaggeration of some of the presumed ben-
efits,  the Scottish Government is also guilty of helping create the current impasse. 

 Given the inescapable asymmetry in size between the only two members of this currency zone, the 
STUC finds it difficult to envisage any scenario in which Scotland would be able to exert genuine in-
fluence on monetary policy under formal currency union and the Scottish Government is also cur-
rently too optimistic over the likely extent of its discretion over fiscal powers. 

 The Scottish Government should develop a much more coherent and compelling case as to why a 
currency union is in the best interests of both Scotland and rUK. Given the current impasse and the 
strong signal it sends to markets that any formal arrangement is unlikely to endure, a significantly 
more thorough assessment of alternative options is urgently required. 

 The STUC believes that the funding costs of a newly independent Scotland would be higher than 
those of rUK even if the current deficit and stock of debt were lower. This is a consequence of great-
er credit and liquidity risk and is sensitive to the Scottish currency position post-2016. It should be 
stressed that these higher costs are relative and should be manageable. 

 Creating a Scottish Energy Fund is a sound policy choice, but growing the Fund at the expense of 
public spending at a time of fiscal deficit, weak growth and high unemployment would not be. 
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Relative fiscal position 

 The current claim and counter claim on Scotland’s relative fiscal position is preventing rational de-
bate. It cannot be established that independence would automatically transform Scotland’s fiscal 
position and demographics and future oil trends present a challenging picture which would require 
significant successful policy interventions to reverse. 

 Nonetheless, there exists a serious risk that a new post ‘no’ vote funding formula would reduce the 
Scottish Block Grant.  This is a matter which must be addressed urgently by the pro-devolution par-
ties through making the clearest possible pledge that Scottish funding will be protected. 

 

Economic inequality  

 Tackling economic and social inequality should be a defining characteristic of the referendum de-
bate and thus far too many of those supporting the constitutional status quo have appeared com-
placent about current levels of inequality. 

 It is wrong to suggest that the growth in inequality has been linear and that specific policies at both 
Scottish and particularly UK level haven’t made a discernible impact. However all parties have un-
derestimated the challenge and failed to recognise the range of the policy levers required to bring 
about change. 

 

Taxation and redistribution 

 The extent to which a future Scottish Government would be permitted (by fiscal agreements and 
currency choice) to pursue markedly different policy on tax is a question which requires further ex-
amination, and honesty, from both sides of the debate. 

 The STUC is concerned that tax competition could provoke a race to the bottom and this fear is 
highlighted by the current debate around Corporation Tax. 

 The Scottish Government is correct to point out that independence enhances, at least to some de-
gree, the potential to build a tax system which alters the balance of various taxes without necessari-
ly increasing or decreasing the overall tax take. 

 The STUC is supportive of the Scottish Government’s positive approach to the future tackling of tax 
avoidance. 

 The crisis in local government funding must be addressed as a matter of urgency with immediate 
steps required for the re-banding of the Council Tax and the initiation of an all-party discussion on 
further potential reform irrespective of the referendum outcome. 
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Economy 

 Successive UK Governments have failed to tackle deep rooted structural economic problems espe-
cially the endemic short-termism that continues to undermine  the productive economy. It is partic-
ularly disappointing that these structural problems have been almost completely overlooked by 
both sides in the constitutional debate thus far. 

 

Ownership, intervention and regulation  

 The STUC supports the democratic control of the economy through a combination of public owner-
ship, effective regulation, community ownership and industrial democracy. Under successive gov-
ernments in Westminster, public ownership has diminished to the point where the energy and utili-
ties sector, all manufacturing, a large part of the transport system and now the Royal Mail are held 
in private hands. 

 Even where public ownership and not-for-profit models exist in transport and Scottish Water, the 
procurement framework places limits on the scope for government action on sustainable economic 
growth and the redistribution of wealth and power 

 The trend towards increased non-indigenous ownership of the Scottish economy is likely to limit the 
Scottish Government’s capacity to promote direct public ownership or change the regulatory land-
scape to make foreign takeovers more difficult and these issues are not substantively addressed in 
the White Paper. 

 

Energy 

 Scotland is at a critical juncture in the development of its energy industries. STUC remains profound-
ly sceptical over the ability of market based solutions in utilities to deliver either on a Scottish or UK-
wide basis. 

 The UK Government’s programme of electricity market reform is in danger of ruining Scotland’s first 
mover advantage in key renewable and carbon capture and storage technologies, whilst the running 
down of major generating capacity in coal and nuclear is increasing fuel poverty whilst leaving sig-
nificant concerns over next generation supply. 

 The STUC questions whether the Scottish Government’s preferred option for a separately regulated 
energy sector sitting within a single UK market would be workable, whilst assuming that the UK mar-
ket and the subsidies that go with it would persist under independence. 
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Manufacturing 

 Both sides of the debate lack specific policy proposals on manufacturing and, importantly, how their 
chosen referendum outcome would more easily facilitate their design and implementation. 

 The Scottish Government’s White Paper proposals could have been much, much bolder on structur-
al reform of the banking sector, new public investment vehicles and corporate governance reform. 
It is difficult to discern exactly how the Scottish Government’s current key sector led economic de-
velopment strategy would be enhanced by a new approach under independence.  

 It is also essential that the UK Government sets out detailed arguments on why Scottish manufactur-
ing can flourish in the UK. The risible supply-side arguments set out in the BIS paper Microeconomic 
Framework’ do not convince. 

 

Defence 

 The STUC believes that the Scottish Government’s assessment of future defence is reasonable and 
the STUC has long supported the removal of Trident from the Clyde and for progress to nuclear dis-
armament generally. 

 In this context, some doubt must be cast on the Scottish Government’s timetable for removal, par-
ticularly as the process would be beginning at the same time as Scotland opened negotiations to 
join NATO, thus remaining under a nuclear umbrella. 

 In the STUC’s view under Independence there is a potentially severe impact on the defence manu-
facturing sector where many jobs are reliant on UK Government contracts. 

 A firm commitment to diversification strategies backed by direct Government intervention along 
with a sober analysis of the potential extent and cost of these is a minimum prerequisite if the fears 
of our members employed in the sector are to be allayed. Thus the first call on any monies saved 
from reduced military spending must be committed to diversification. 

 

Reforming the labour market 

 Successful labour market policies require the provision of quality employment opportunities. The 
current separation of powers between employment services and health and education as well as 
from wider powers on employment and trade union rights is a limiting factor in the promotion of 
effective labour market policy. 

 It is also arguable that greater powers over tax and social security make certain labour market poli-
cies easier to deliver given the undoubted fiscal benefits of increasing labour market participation.  
However the White Paper appears to assume levels of employment demand which cannot be stimu-
lated by labour supply measures and would require a more interventionist economic approach than 
is currently proposed. 
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 The STUC strongly supports active childcare policies to promote equality and greater opportunities 
for the participation of women in the labour market but doubts that the Scottish Government’s 
childcare ambitions can be sustained without increasing the public spending to GDP ratio. 

 

Unions and industrial relations 

 The Scottish Government’s approach to industrial relations is in refreshing contrast to that of the 
Coalition Government. The central role of unions and collective bargaining in improving pay equality 
and sustainable employment has hitherto been ignored in the debate. 

 The STUC does not underestimate the deregulatory pressures which would be placed on a future 
independent Scottish Government by the business lobby in a still highly integrated rUK/Scottish 
economy. 

 The Scottish Government’s White Paper has a tendency to conflate worker representation on com-
pany boards, which the STUC generally supports, with the wider issue of trade union collective bar-
gaining and workplace relations.  These are different facets of industrial democracy and irrespective 
of the result of the referendum are ones the STUC will be happy to work with Ministers to advance. 

 

Pensions 

 Maintaining and enhancing state pension provision is of fundamental importance in the debate and 
there is no obvious reason to believe that future Scottish Governments could and would not allow 
the state pension to at least maintain parity with that offered in rUK. 

 There would be potentially directly detrimental effects on the quality of occupation pensions and 
the wider economy if the Scottish Government is unable to renegotiate existing EU rules on transi-
tional arrangements governing the deficits of occupational pension schemes. 

 

Social security 

 Since its inception the UK social security system has been an important social and economic stabi-
liser. The STUC is highly critical of the current UK Government’s approach in terms of both funding 
and ethos. 

 The prospect of a significantly better funded social security system in the early years of Independ-
ence is difficult to imagine without commitments on tax and redistribution which are as yet not 
forthcoming. 

 Whilst all political parties and both UK and Scottish Governments point to successful employment  
policies as being a driver for a better social security system none are committed to meaningfully im-
prove levels of financial support for individuals. 
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 The Scottish Government has correctly identified a number of features of the current system such as 
the hated Work Capability Assessments, the Bedroom Tax and interdiction of Personal Independ-
ence Payments which could be reformed with only a limited budgetary effect but which would make 
the system significantly more humane.  There are also clear policy advantages to the alignment of 
devolved services and social security system which is limited by the current arrangement. 

 

Public services 

 The fundamental challenge of maintaining democratically accountable and user sensitive public ser-
vice delivery will continue irrespective of the referendum outcome.   However, given the major up-
heavals taking place in education, health and social care and the reduction in local authority autono-
my, the approach adopted by the major parties to key public services decision remain of vital im-
portance to the referendum choice of our members and the wider Scottish electorate. 

 Public services face key challenges looking forward including a growing elderly population and tech-
nological change. Neither Independence nor alternative devolved funding arrangements offer the 
prospect of increased resource for investment in public services unless active redistribution through 
taxation is pursued by the relevant party or parties of government. 

 The Scottish Government should state unambiguously its view that the future of public services are 
public not private and that its guiding principle following independence will be that of subsidiarity 
with the direction of travel being towards rather than away from local accountability and bottom up 
delivery. 

 The STUC is proud of the record of the NHS in Scotland and the role its members play through the 
partnership mechanisms which have contributed its success.   A clear statement should be made, by 
all parties in Scotland that privatisation, including privatisation at the margins, is completely off the 
agenda. 

 The STUC does not underestimate the number of reformers within Scotland who would wish to pro-
mote English style reforms and both the Yes and No campaigns will benefit from making a clear 
statement that the future of Scottish Education is comprehensive. 

 The STUC has been dismayed at recent cuts to part time college places and courses and maintaining 
a properly rewarded and supported workforce is a necessity looking forward. 

 The STUC supports the continuation of free university tuition irrespective of the outcome of the ref-
erendum but is not convinced by the Scottish Government’s argument that it would be able to con-
tinue to charge students from other parts of the UK whilst students from the rest of the EU would 
continue to study for free. 

 It cannot  be guaranteed that Scottish Universities would continue to benefit from current levels of 
funding for national research programmes.  
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 To meet the ambitions of the Scottish Government to pursue more effective policies in areas such as 
welfare and tax collection and reform, the employment of adequate numbers of properly rewarded 
public and civil servants is a necessity. 

 Workers in reserved public services would be subject to significant upheaval following an independ-
ence vote, but would be vital to meeting some of the Scottish Government’s ambitions in areas such 
as tax, social security and immigration.  The intensive involvement of civil service unions in the tran-
sition will be necessary in the case of a Yes vote. 

 

Human Rights 

 Whilst there continue to be significant challenges in translating the principles enshrined in Human 
Rights legislation to the everyday experiences of people in Scotland and across the UK, there is eve-
ry reason to believe that the Scottish Government would at the very least maintain support for the 
key treaties. 

 The Scottish Government appears unequivocally committed to the European Convention on Human 
Rights (ECHR) whereas the STUC has been disturbed by the negative approach of the UK media and 
the threats from Coalition Minsters to revoke it on a UK-wide basis. 

 

Immigration and asylum 

 Creating a more open system for migration is not a straight-forward task in the context of creating 
two different relationships with the UK and Europe and given the Schengen border rules, however, 
the STUC strongly supports the Scottish Government’s more positive approach to alternative immi-
gration policy in Scotland. 

 The STUC also strongly supports the right of asylum seekers to work and this would be a clear ad-
vantage of independence as the likelihood of this being achieved in a UK context in the near future 
seems remote. 
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Consequent to the principles of subsidiarity, being part of a larger polity inevitably involves a trade-off be-
tween choosing to hold powers in which autonomy is maximised but some influence on wider policy is 
ceded and maintaining a smaller influence in a wider policy arena. 

 

Clearly this choice is not confined to the division of powers between Scotland and rUK with similar, 
though not identical, considerations applying in the international and European Union arena and, within 
Scotland, to local government. 

 

Thus it is equally reasonable to exercise self-determination by choosing an ongoing constitutional rela-
tionship with a larger political/national area or to choose to end that constitutional relationship.  

 

A current failing of the debate is in the absolute characterisation of (on the one hand) a UK state which is 
incapable of reform and (on the other) an independent Scotland which would be too small to exert any 
wider global influence or to co-operate across national boundaries.  Both are profoundly depressing, un-
helpful characterisations which are alien to trade union values of promoting political reform and sup-
porting our brothers and sisters to do so internationally.  One key finding of this report is that the nature 
of UK economic and social policy will continue to exert influence on the lives of Scots irrespective of 
whether Scotland becomes independent.  A key element of the debate is, therefore, whether Scottish vot-
ers will be able to better influence that policy through direct democratic processes as part of the Union or 
through an independent Scotland acting as a negotiating partner through co-operation agreements and 
institutions shared with rUK.  

 

Is Scotland more social democratic? 

 

For those who support independence as primarily a question of improving economic and social policy, a 
major consideration is that Scottish voters are, on average, more social democratic in their outlook.  This 
is evidenced by the nature of the political representatives elected in Scotland and by responses to various 
social attitudes surveys covering issues such as tax, welfare and immigration.   
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To the extent that such differences exist, the possible causes of this are important, if complex.  There are, 
of course, a range of cultural and institutional differences between Scotland and other parts of the UK 
which could explain the somewhat different political choices.  But there is also evidence that political and 
social attitudes converge closely with those of the other devolved countries of the UK and with areas such 
as the north of England.  

 

Stephen Low, writing for the Red Paper Collective1 cites the correlation between social attitudes in Scot-
land and England’s northern regions to suggest that economic and class factors in the UK are the key con-
siderations when assessing political differences rather than culture or identity. 
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S. Low adapted from ONS statistics 

 
Trade union membership levels are often seen as an indicator of different social values. Scotland has a 
higher trade union density than the rUK average but it is lower than that of Wales and Northern Ireland.  
Evidence suggests that this is most closely correlated with public sector employment density and may 
therefore be a function of the higher trade union density in public services rather than other factors. 

 

 
 
STUC: adapted from ONS statistics 
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However, even accepting that differences are not ‘national’ in character does not eliminate the practical 
political considerations which Scottish voters might wish to take into account.  The UK political system and 
its political culture tends to exacerbate the policy implications of marginal differences, with political par-
ties constructing political arguments and electoral platforms aimed at key marginal constituencies and so-
called ‘middle England’ to the extent that distortions between general public opinion and specific policies 
are accentuated.  The corollary to this would be that Scotland, with its different demographic and voting 
system, would be less prone to this effect if independent. 
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

 

The question of whether Scotland as an independent country could, and with what level of ease, take its 
full part in the international community has been a dominant question over the past year.  As so much of 
the debate has focussed on process and competing interpretation, far less time has been spent on consid-
eration of the nature of the institutions an independent Scotland would apparently wish to join.   

 
With independent membership of the international community comes the necessity of signing up to a 
range of key conventions guaranteeing rights to equality and freedom. This is further discussed later in 
the section on Equality and Human rights. 

 
Whilst it can be stated without doubt that an independent Scotland could and should become a full mem-
ber of the United Nations, as well as key United Nations bodies such as the International Labour Organisa-
tion, there has been limited discussion on the implications of joining NATO and joining (or continuing 
membership of) the European Union. 

 
In the case of NATO, there is something of a tension between the clear majority view of Scottish voters 
that nuclear weapons should be removed from Scotland and the similarly strong view favouring member-
ship of NATO, an organisation predicated on the use of a nuclear umbrella to defend member organisa-
tions.    It seems likely that Scotland would be welcomed as a member of NATO following a ‘yes’ vote. 
However, it is, less clear that the Scottish Government’s timescale for removal of Trident (within the first 
parliamentary term) could be met in circumstances where NATO membership was being negotiated.    

 
The situation with respect to the European Union is significantly more complicated.  The STUC supports 
the UK’s membership of the EU and recognises that it has delivered a number of protections for union 
members which would be harder to achieve were Westminster the sole legislature. However, the STUC 
has been critical of the extent to which key decisions in relation to economic and industrial policy are lim-
ited by EU rules which are created in an arena in which democratic participation is, at best, complicated, 
and in which powerful financial and corporate interests have increasing influence. Membership of the E U 
brings benefits, but it has also served to limit trade union freedom, the right of sovereign nations to public 
ownership of the economy and to procure services with a view to positive social outcomes.  Thus the de-
bate has concentrated too much on how easily or not Scotland could assume full membership of the EU 
rather than if and on what terms membership might be agreed.   

 
In the absence of either UK or Scottish Government formally seeking opinion on the process for Scotland’s 
post-independence membership of the EU, the STUC, like others is forced to speculate both in terms of 
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the legal process and the political imperatives which would impact the Scottish Government’s preferred 
outcome.  It also notes that whilst statements from key EU figures, including that of EU Commissioner Jo-
se Manual Barosso, demonstrate the need for careful consideration, they remain based on a political 
judgment on the attitude which would be adopted by EU member states and are thus open to differing 
interpretation.  

 
The balance of evidence suggests that Scotland would have to apply for EU membership on the grounds 
that it would be a new state but there are no grounds for concluding that Scotland would be excluded.  
Equally, a prolonged accession process seems unlikely as Scotland already meets the acquis communau-
taire.  However, it has not been conclusively established that Scotland would not be obliged to adopt the 
Euro and join the Schengen passport-free travel zone although the fact that other EU members enjoy the-
se exemptions has given the Scottish Government understandable grounds for optimism. The Scottish 
Government is also of the view that the current UK discounts would be maintained.   

 
There is a question as to whether Scotland should want, or get, the other UK opt-outs. The 2012 Treaty on 
Stability, Coordination and Governance, which Scotland would be obliged to sign as an applicant member, 
will by 2016 require member states to limit annual budget deficits to 0.5 per cent of GDP and to reduce 
levels of national debt, when above 60 per cent of GDP. 

 
Thus, the Scottish Government’s view that it would be able to negotiate very quick EU membership and 
enjoy all of the terms of membership it imagines, is highly questionable. 

Given that the timescale and terms of future Scottish EU membership is unclear, the STUC is concerned 
that the Scottish Government’s insistence to the contrary is unhelpful to the debate.  Equally unhelpful is 
the stance of the UK Government which, at the time of publication, appears to be more concerned with 
establishing a negotiating position rather than moving to increase clarity for Scottish voters who are, after 
all, currently UK and European citizens and to whom it owes a duty to provide the best possible infor-
mation and guidance prior to the referendum vote. 

 

MACRO-ECONOMICS 

 
Why is the macroeconomics of independence so important? 

 
Decisions on the macroeconomic framework will largely determine the extent of economic sovereignty 
available to the independent nation. Choices will also exert a profound influence over the stability and 
prosperity of the nation at a potentially difficult economic juncture.  
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Politicians have made little effort to present the issues and arguments in a way that engages the people of 
Scotland. Indeed, it often seems as if it suits both sides for the macroeconomic debate to remain as 
opaque as possible. Therefore, many trade union members understandably regard the debate about mac-
roeconomic powers as arcane, overly complex and irrelevant to the challenges they face on a day to day 
basis.  

 
It is encouraging that since publication of the AJS 1 a wealth of new information and analysis has been 
published on macroeconomic issues: from the Scottish Government, the UK Government and a range of 
think tanks and academics. The Scottish Government, by endorsing its Fiscal Commission’s proposal for a 
formal currency union with rUK, has brought forward a proposal that is detailed and coherent. The UK 
Government (together with the main parties represented at Westminster) has now responded to the Fis-
cal Commission’s proposal in a similarly comprehensive fashion.  

 
However, despite the expansion of the information base described above, the public debate continues to 
disappoint; assertion continues to be the order of the day with aversion on both sides to dealing patiently 
with nuance, uncertainty and persistent information gaps. Highly contentious arguments are presented as 
incontestable fact and dissenters are routinely attacked on an ad hominem basis. 

 
The following is the STUC’s analysis of the key macroeconomic issues. 

 

Scotland’s currency options 

 
There is widespread agreement that an independent Scotland has four main currency options: 

    ‘Sterlingisation’ – a unilateral decision to continue using sterling without the explicit agreement of rUK; 

 Joining the Euro 

 Introducing a new Scottish currency 

 A formal currency union with rUK 

 

Given the extent of integration between the Scottish and rUK economies, uncertainty over the balance of 
payments position of an independent Scotland and direction of policy following the Eurozone crisis, none 
of these options is wholly compelling; each entails potential risks to stability and limitations on the inde-
pendent nation’s discretion to manage its own macroeconomic affairs. It is important to note that the first 
two options currently find no favour with any influential constituency in Scotland.  

 
While it might work for Ecuador (US Dollar) and Montenegro (the Euro), sterlingisation (or dollarisation) – 
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or a unilateral decision to use a currency without any access to or influence over the institutions of mone-
tary control – is not a viable option for a nation at Scotland’s stage of economic development particularly 
one with such a highly developed financial sector.  

 
The Euro would at least provide one tangible benefit in the form of significantly reduced transaction costs 
with a major trading partner. However these would be more than offset by higher costs with rUK – by a 
distance Scotland’s largest trading partner. Scotland would be required to establish its own central bank 
which would be able to exert only marginal influence on the already largely unaccountable European Cen-
tral Bank (ECB). Given that Scotland’s economy is much less integrated with Europe than it is with rUK, the 
ECB’s decisions are likely to be even less well suited to Scotland’s circumstances than those of the Bank of 
England (BoE). There would also be significant constraints on fiscal policy as the Eurozone seeks to shield 
itself from a repeat of the recent (many would argue ongoing) crisis. In the circumstances in which Scot-
land would find itself in 2016 it is difficult to conclude anything other than the risks and costs of joining 
the Euro would significantly outweigh the opportunities and rewards. 

 
Establishing a new Scottish currency – immediately on day one of independence or after a period of for-
mal currency union – has found significant support amongst elements of the Yes campaign because of the 
greater degree of economic sovereignty it ostensibly confers on the independent nation. However, alt-
hough the STUC agrees this option would in the long-term allow most discretion over fiscal and monetary 
policy we believe that the transition could be extremely fraught; requiring a period of potentially severe 
fiscal restraint. 

 
Proponents of a new currency have yet to set out a detailed transition process and whether they support 
flexible, managed or fixed exchange rate policy. The degree of policy flexibility that may seem to flow 
from a new currency may be more illusory than real under all three scenarios. The risks associated with a 
floating exchange rate – e.g. high volatility, increased transaction costs, tight fiscal policy - on day one of 
independence are real and significant. Under a currency board arrangement monetary policy would be 
effectively outsourced to the central bank in control of the anchor currency and fiscal policy necessarily 
restrictive given that the domestic central bank cannot lend to the Government. In the transition period 
under all scenarios (or at least until the credibility of managed/fixed policy has been established) it is also 
possible that capital controls may be required to counteract the effects of perceived depreciation risk.  

 
The STUC notes that most informed commentary accepts that a peg – probably against sterling but possi-
bly against the Euro, US dollar, Norwegian krone or a basket of currencies – would be necessary at least in 
the medium term. With very limited foreign exchange reserves (estimates have put Scotland’s population 
based share of BoE reserves at less than £10bn) it would be very difficult for the peg to be maintained 
without the new state running fiscal and balance of payments surpluses. The balance of payments posi-
tion of an independent Scotland is highly uncertain and on current forecasts, at least in the early stages of 
independence fiscal, surpluses could only be achieved by spending cuts or tax rises. The transition costs 
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(redenomination of contracts, etc) will also be significant and borrowing costs higher. Indeed, until the 
new Central Bank has established credibility and international lenders are satisfied of the commitment to 
maintain the peg, it is not at all certain that the new Scottish state would be able to borrow in the new 
currency at an acceptable rate of interest. 

 
The STUC looks forward to proponents delivering clear and detailed plans for the introduction of a new 
Scottish currency which address the issues noted above. 

 

Is formal currency union the ‘common sense’ solution for Scotland and rUK? 

 
The STUC accepts that the Scottish Government’s proposal for a formal currency union with rUK is a sensi-
ble approach in the circumstances in which the newly independent nation is likely to find itself in 2016. 
However, as recent events confirm, the unattractiveness of other options doesn’t leave Scotland with a 
strong hand in its negotiations with rUK. While formal currency union makes sense for the independent 
Scotland it is not at all obvious that it represents ‘common sense’ for rUK. The STUC was therefore unsur-
prised at the content if hardly impressed by the manner and tone of the Chancellor’s recent statement 
that ‘people need to know – that it *currency union+ is not going to happen’. 

 
The benefits and drawbacks of formal currency union for an independent Scotland are now well-
rehearsed. Continuing to use sterling avoids the large transition costs associated with other options and 
retains low transaction costs with rUK. Any dynamic economic effects achieved through the use of sterling 
UK wide (resources shifting from inefficient to efficient producers) will be maintained. Transition costs 
would be limited to the (low net) cost of establishing the new institutional framework proposed by the 
Fiscal Commission. The drawbacks include inevitable constraints on fiscal policy which many Scottish vot-
ers are likely to regard as inconsistent with their visions and expectations of independence. Sharing ac-
countability for the Central Bank could be a sub-optimal arrangement for both nations. 

 
The Scottish Government argues that a formal currency union is the best solution for both Scotland and 
rUK because: 

 as noted above, it will keep the current benefits of the UK in terms of transaction costs; 

 both states will continue to form an optimal currency area i.e. labour and product markets will re-
main highly integrated; there is a high level of labour mobility between both jurisdictions and, unlike 
the Eurozone, both partners have similar levels of productivity; and, 

 rUK will need Scottish exports to the rest of the world to support the value of sterling. 

The first point is widely recognised – even by the Treasury - if often over-stated. Higher transaction costs 
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will inevitably flow from a failure to agree a formal currency union and therefore the impact on Scottish 
and rUK workers and businesses must be taken into account in any serious analysis of the options. The 
Scottish Government has now estimated the cost for UK businesses (but not for Scottish businesses) of 
Scotland introducing a separate currency at approximately £500m although there is considerable uncer-
tainty around this figure. In macroeconomic terms this is not a huge sum with the Scottish Government’s 
own research acknowledging that the UK is a £1.5 trillion economy. Most economic agents across rUK will 
be entirely unaffected. Of those that will continue to trade with Scotland many will be large firms used to 
dealing with, and hedging their exposure to, currency risk. NIESR research concludes that the impact of 
new currency arrangements ‘on trade and welfare is perhaps less than expected’. 

 
The second point is highly contentious as the crisis in the Eurozone has forced a reappraisal of what con-
stitutes an optimal currency zone and, more relevantly, how currency zone arrangements should be man-
aged. It is now very widely accepted that a durable formal arrangement should include (or work towards) 
banking union, common debt issue, agreement on limits of fiscal policy and a trajectory towards political 
union involving substantial transfers between different parts of the currency zone. This is not the model 
being proposed by the Scottish Government nor is it consistent with the common understanding of 
Scottish independence.  

 
The STUC also doesn’t believe that the Scottish Government has made a convincing case that rUk requires 
Scottish exports to the rest of the world to support the value of sterling. Indeed, it isn’t at all obvious that 
rUK industry would welcome a stronger currency if the direct benefits of the exports supporting the high-
er value (or driving the appreciation) flow to Scottish workers, businesses and often their overseas own-
ers. It is remarkable that while Ministers continue to use this issue as a debating point, it has not been de-
veloped in any of the substantial Scottish Government papers published over the past year. Informed aca-
demic commentary has also challenged the assumption that failure to establish a currency union would 
necessarily weaken rUK’s balance of payments and consequently the value of sterling suggesting instead 
that the impact could be slight or neutral. 

 
If Scotland is to accept its share of UK debt then it must also receive a fair share of assets. The STUC ex-
pects a sensible formula to be agreed on bricks and mortar assets of which the Bank of England repre-
sents only a tiny part. More relevantly and as noted above, Scotland must also receive a fair portion of 
Bank of England assets such as gold and foreign exchange reserves.  

 
However, Scotland cannot automatically expect to continue to rely on the Bank of England to deliver li-
quidity support to Scottish based financial institutions or act as lender of last resort (LoLR) to the same 
institutions or the independent state itself in the event of further crises. These are functions of the Cen-
tral Bank, ultimately backstopped by rUK taxpayers, not ‘assets’ to be shared. In this respect it is unhelpful 
for currency to be conflated with functions of the Central Bank and to be described as an asset which can 
be divided.  
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In this context the STUC notes that Scottish ministers’ assertions that Scotland will not contribute to the 
servicing costs of historic UK debt lack credibility.  A range of factors (see borrowing costs section below) 
are likely to conflate to heighten credit risk in the early days of independence. It would be very unwise to 
exacerbate this risk by refusing to contribute to debt servicing costs. However, it should be stressed that 
the proportion of debt to be serviced and the terms and method of payment are correctly a matter for 
negotiation.  

For rUK the decision on whether to consent to a formal currency union is essentially a trade-off between: 

 
 higher transaction costs between rUK and Scottish firms plus the loss of some dynamic benefits; 

and, 

 the significant loss of economic sovereignty represented by having to share a Central Bank with an-
other nation and the risk of rUK taxpayers ultimately backstopping a lender of last resort function to 
Scottish based financial firms and the new state. This is ultimately as much a democratic issue for 
rUK as it is an economic one. 

Given the inescapable asymmetry in size between the only two members of this currency zone, the STUC 
finds it difficult to envisage any scenario in which Scotland would be able to exert genuine influence on 
monetary policy. As rUK is mindful of the problems that shared accountability will bring in times of crisis, 
it is very possible that Scotland may have to accept an entirely subordinate position. While this situation 
currently exists, it will become more problematic post-independence as the economies begin to diverge. 
In this context it is worth stressing that it is the Scottish Government’s position that the economies will 
diverge.  

 
All the main Westminster parties and the Treasury have signalled strong opposition to a formal currency 
union. The White Paper acknowledges that ‘it would, of course, be open to people in Scotland to choose a 
different arrangement in the future’. Any perceived lack of commitment will inevitably translate into a 
massive opportunity for speculators to profit from destabilising trades. It is difficult to envisage durable 
arrangements ever emerging from the current impasse.  

 

The STUC believes that the UK Government was wrong at this stage to be so definitive in its opposition 
to formal currency union. It should have been possible to outline the arrangements the UK Government 
could have found acceptable although the STUC accepts that the inevitable lack of control over mone-
tary policy and constraints on fiscal policy would be very difficult to reconcile with most ordinary 
Scottish voters understanding of, and aspirations for, independence. 
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Borrowing costs 

 
The STUC believes that the funding costs of a newly independent Scotland would be higher than those of 
rUK even if the current deficit and stock of debt were lower. This is a consequence of greater credit and 
liquidity risk.  

 
It is profoundly unhelpful that much recent commentary has appeared to argue that the interest rate any 
sovereign government pays on its debt is a direct function of its debt to GDP ratio. This is only one factor 
influencing credit risk. Others include the level and trajectory of the current deficit, future economic pro-
spects, credit history (fiscal management and repayment record), tax base (scale and volatility) and, prob-
ably most importantly, whether the nation can rely on the support of its own Central Bank.  

 
But credit risk is not the only risk assessed by markets.. Liquidity risk would also be a significant issue for 
the newly independent Scotland. The market for Scottish debt would be small and illiquid (i.e. it would 
not initially be possible for large amounts of Scottish debt securities to be bought and sold without the 
price changing significantly). The Basque country has consistently run smaller deficits than Spain and ac-
crued less debt. It has a better credit rating than Spain. Yet the Basque country pays higher interest rates 
on its debt. The reason is liquidity risk. Similarly, Norway, a nation with very sound public finances consist-
ently pays higher interest rates than the UK where the deficit is higher and stock of debt growing more 
rapidly. The UK market is however much more liquid. 

 
The STUC believes that an independent Scotland would initially pay a premium over the funding costs of 
rUK for its sovereign debt. The extent of this premium will be influenced by the currency arrangements. It 
should be stressed that these higher costs are relative and should be manageable although any money 
spent on servicing debt cannot be used to invest in public goods and services. With appropriate manage-
ment it would be expected that the premium would dissipate over time although perhaps never com-
pletely due to liquidity risk issues noted above.  

 

Scottish Energy Fund 

 
The White Paper confirms the Scottish Government’s intention post independence is to establish as an 
early priority a Scottish Energy Fund with two components – a stabilisation fund and a long-term savings 
fund. The most frequently cited comparison is with the Norwegian Government Pension (Global) Fund, 
normally referred to as the Oil Fund – the largest of its type in the world.  The key characteristics of the 
Oil Fund are that it is used for long-term overseas investment in preference to short-term currency stabili-
zation and it is not used to shore up the annual budget through government revenue spending – which 
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the Norwegian’s believe would be inflationary.  An additional benefit is that by investing abroad the Nor-
wegian Government avoids an appreciation of the Krone that would render the rest of its industry inter-
nationally uncompetitive (the ‘Dutch Disease’). 

 
By the Scottish Government’s admission, public finances are unlikely to be in surplus for some years.  
Therefore, a decision to invest in a Scottish Energy Fund at an early stage would be a political choice likely 
to result in cuts in public spending.  It is also arguable that, whilst still making up a large proportion of a 
future independent Scottish Government’s revenue, the key moments where a UK or Scottish Energy 
Fund would have been an optimal policy choice have now passed. Creating an Energy Fund is a sound pol-
icy choice, but growing the Fund at the expense of public spending at a time of weak growth and high un-
employment would not be.  

 

In summary  

 The STUC does not believe that informal currency union (sterlingisation) or the Euro are viable curren-

cy options for an independent Scotland and notes that no credible plans for the introduction of a new 

Scottish currency have been forthcoming. 

 The Fiscal Commission’s plan for a formal currency union is a reasonable proposal which may repre-

sent the most stable option for Scotland in the immediate aftermath of independence. However, the 

Fiscal Commission significantly overestimates the benefits to the rUK of a formal currency union and 

therefore underestimates the strength of rUK’s bargaining position. 

 Unconditional commitment to a currency union requires political union and short of this, would at the 

very least necessitate, either by negotiated agreement or practical necessity significant constraints on 

fiscal policy. 

 The BoE would tend to exclude Scottish conditions from its primary considerations when setting inter-

est rates.  While it could be legitimately argued that this already happens, the concern would be that 

monetary policy would become even less relevant to Scottish circumstances as the economies diverge 

post-independence. 

 It is difficult to imagine a scenario in which the interest rate on Scottish debt would not increase over 

that paid by rUK.  There are, however, better and worse ways of minimising this depending on how 

transfer/repayment of debt is handled. 

 Establishing a Scottish Energy Fund is a wise policy choice but one that should only be pursued once 

fiscal conditions allow. 
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 The UK Government must deliver a more persuasive analysis of its objections to a formal currency un-

ion. This should be explicit on the associated risks and costs as well as any potential benefits. Where 

possible efforts should be made to quantify the impact on Scottish and rUK businesses of failing to 

agree formal arrangements. If these potential costs are significant, a detailed explanation is required 

of why the risks outweigh the benefits for rUK. 

 The Scottish Government should urgently revisit its position on currency union. It is essential that it 

addresses the serious objections raised by a number of prominent commentators such as the account-

ability of central bank arrangements and the moral hazard created by citizens in both rUK and Scot-

land being exposed to events in the other part of the currency union. A much broader examination of 

the extent to which the lessons of the Eurozone crisis are applicable to a sterling currency union is also 

required. 

 The Scottish Government should develop its case on why a currency union is desirable for both Scot-

land and rUK. This should aim to quantify the transaction costs for both Scotland and rUK generated 

by Scotland using a new currency and an effort to evidence the often used debating point around the 

value of Scottish exports in supporting sterling zone balance of payments. 

 Whilst not necessarily having to promote an alternative plan, the Scottish Government needs to at 

least engage much more extensively on the implications of other currency options 

 Advocates of a new Scottish currency must endeavour to move beyond repetition of the ‘new curren-

cy pegged to the pound’ mantra and start to deliver something that looks like a coherent plan. 
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Scotland’s relative fiscal position 

 

The question of whether an independent Scotland would be better or worse off compared to the rUK in 
the short medium or long term is fraught with difficulty.  However, it can be stated beyond doubt that the 
treatment of this issue by the respective sides of the debate has been both opportunistic and subject to 
exaggeration. Recent polling evidence2 suggesting 52% would support independence, and 30% would op-
pose it if £500 a year better off and that 15% would support independence, and 72% would oppose it if 
£500 a year worse off is likely to provide further encouragement to both sides to continue to stress alter-
native views of Scotland’s relative fiscal position.  This is likely to create far more heat than light. 

STUC was critical in AJS1 of the reliance of Better Together on calculations of Scotland’s relative fiscal posi-
tion which took no account of oil revenues whilst also criticising the repeated use by Yes Scotland of a sin-
gle year’s GERs figures (2011-2012) to justify a comparative analysis.  Given that little has improved with 
respect to this debate, it is necessary to repeat the fact that a sensible analysis of Scottish spending and 
tax revenues (including oil) as cited by Ashcroft3 and others suggest a modest historical Scottish revenue 
surplus over a period of 30 years, but one which is highly reliant on the oil boom of the early 1980s.  
Whilst there is a tendency for ‘Yes’ campaigners to highlight Scotland’s relative tax receipts and ‘No’ cam-
paigners to highlight the current fiscal deficit, the graph below indicates the relative position including 
taxation and spending.  It should be quite straight forward for both sides to accept the broad picture out-
lined below, but unfortunately this has not been so. 

 

 
Source: Scottish Economy Watch March 2012 
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It is of course, far more important that discussion concentrates on the future. The report Fiscal Sustaina-
bility of an Independent Scotland 4 published by the Institute for Fiscal Studies provided a challenging sce-
nario which predicts a growing relative fiscal deficit for Scotland compared to the rUK manifested by a fis-
cal gap amounting to the need to increase taxation, or lower spending from 2021 by between 1.9% and 
4.4% of national income, compared to 0.8% for the UK. The variance depends on the assumptions used 
for demographic change, oil receipts and productivity.  

 
These findings are in turn challenged by the Scottish Government which takes the view that the predic-
tions used by IFS are at the lower end of those predicted for oil revenues and for potential in-migration, 
particularly (in the latter case) when the potential for immigration policy divergence is factored in.  

 

 
STUC’s view is that the IFS report sets a sound basis for analysing trends before consideration of the possi-
ble effect of alternative active labour market and migration policies. Cost of debt, should also be factored 
in as outlined above. 

 
The Scottish Government is correct to point out that in-migration, as well as higher productivity would 
alter the future fiscal picture.  It cannot of course be assumed that the simple fact of encouraging further 
migration would create the economic demand required to provide adequate employment or that higher 
productivity increases can be assumed.  Thus a judgment will be necessary on the overall potential for 
economic growth as a consequence of independence. 

 
STUC has previously argued that the sensible comparison for the future is not with Scotland’s relative fis-
cal position as it is now, but with how it might look in the future under the status quo or with an en-
hanced devolution settlement. Here there is some worrying evidence that Scotland might expect a cut to 
the block grant in future years as part of a move towards a ‘needs based’ formula for funding the coun-
tries, and possibly regions of the UK. In its response 5 to the House of Lords Select Committee proposal for 
a reform of Barnett the UK Government said: 
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“We note the Committee’s views on the desirability of establishing an independent UK Funding Commis-
sion, notwithstanding the potentially substantial costs of establishing and running such a system, but cur-
rently have no plans to set up such a body.” 

 
However, few believe that this is the end of the story.  There is a growing acceptance that the nature of 
the current settlement is political, reflecting Scotland’s oil resources and the historical potential for 
Scottish voters to choose independence.  In this context, reducing oil revenues and the disappearance of 
the ‘threat’ of independence might see a growing mood to revisit the funding settlement.  The Holtham 
Commission6, established by the Welsh Assembly, concluded the formula was in “urgent need of reform” 
and estimated Scottish needs at 104 or 105 per cent of English ones, compared with around 118-120 per 
cent of English spending for services covered by the block grant. The methodology adopted is controver-
sial, however an analysis (detailed later) of Scottish spending on services such as education, health and 
social protection compared with spending on ‘benefits’ not available in England such as free personal care 
and free travel suggests that Holtham’s estimates are not wildly inaccurate.  

 
For the purposes of clarity, it is not STUC’s view that the Scottish Block Grant provides an unfair or overly 
generous settlement for Scotland.  There has been an historic failure of economic and fiscal redistribution 
from London and the South of England to the countries and regions of the UK which has badly affected 
many including those in Wales, Northern Ireland and the north of England.  Scotland has been relatively 
well protected from this by the level of the Block Grant but the case for further redistribution from the 
south to those from other countries and regions in the UK is strong. 

 
Nonetheless, there exists a serious risk that, a new post ‘no’ vote funding formula would reduce the 
Scottish Block Grant.  This is a matter which must be addressed urgently by the pro-devolution parties 
through making the clearest possible pledge that Scottish funding will be protected. 
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The STUC is pleased that the issue of combating economic inequality has become a key theme of the inde-
pendence debate and recognises that the Scottish Government’s White Paper gives particular emphasis to 
reducing economic inequality.  A wide variety of studies have concluded that the UK is amongst the most 
unequal countries in the developed world.  The STUC has frequently highlighted this as a consequence of 
the UK’s adherence to the ‘Washington consensus’ on economic and social policy and in particular 
measures designed to weaken trade unionism. 

 
The popular narrative is that the UK’s growing inequality has been a consistent trend irrespective of the 
government in power.  This does not stand up entirely to scrutiny.  Indeed within the context of a global 
trend towards inequality in the developed world, the UK had a significant period at the turn of the century 
when the combination of the introduction of the Minimum Wage and Working Family Tax Credits enabled 
it to somewhat buck the trend.   

 

 
Graphs show a reduction in income inequality between 2000 and 2010 in the UK and only a small increase 
since 1990.  From a much better base, the best performer on Gini coefficient, Sweden, has shown a more 
consistently negative trend. 

 
Comerford and Eiser7 cite the OECD from 2010 showing the UK as the sixth most unequal country in the 
OECD, whereas Scotland fares better, though nowhere near as well as the Nordic countries. 
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The authors also indicate that the impact on inequality in Scotland of the use of a range of fiscally redis-
tributive measures would be limited.  This finding is one which they relate both to Scotland’s existing fis-
cal powers (partial income tax variation, Council Tax, etc) and to the wider fiscal powers an independent 
Scotland would expect to have.  This is primarily because they imagine a very limited use of such powers 
because the scale of labour mobility between Scotland and the rest of the UK is such that raising taxes will 
increase incentives for high earners to relocate, and likewise raising benefits could harm work incentives. 
The extent of potential tax flight is of course contentious and it is important that it should not be over em-
phasised. However it is certainly true that the high level of integration of the UK economy and the sharing 
of a currency make some degree of tax migration more likely than in less connected economies whether 
Scotland is an independent country or not.  

 
This is a sobering fact for both sides of the debate.  However, it supports the STUC’s contention that, not-
withstanding the importance of fiscal policy, the key to achieving greater economic equality is through a 
combination of: 

 
 an industrial strategy which creates sufficient jobs, with an emphasis on middle income jobs; 

 active labour market measures designed to enhance skills and support the creation of decent em-
ployment; 
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 the strengthening of minimum legal employment safeguards 

 strong, free and independent trade unions to enable collective bargaining mechanisms which redis-
tribute a greater proportion of National Income from profits to wages,  improve the quality of work 
and bear down on low pay and crucially, tackle  gender pay inequality and gender segregation ;a fair 
and decent social security system which enables those unable to work (either full-time or at all) to 
maintain an acceptable standard of living; and 

 public services focused on  reducing economic inequality through enhancing opportunity and better 
health and educational outcomes. 

In terms of the current debate, the need to address income inequality has been positively promoted by 
elements of the ‘Yes’ campaign.  Excepting some strong emerging themes from the Labour Party on issues 
such as fuel poverty, the Living Wage and the 50p tax rate,   it has not been equally promoted by the 
‘Better Together’ campaign.  However, there continues to be a major gap between the extent of the prob-
lem and the perception of both Labour and the Scottish Government of the transformational reforms re-
quired to address it.  The Labour Party cannot avoid negative perceptions rooted in its failure over 13 
years to consistently bear down on inequality. Whereas, the particular issue which arises for the ‘Yes’ 
campaign is whether the levers required to tackle inequality would be available and practically applicable 
within the integrated economic and monetary system which seems likely to endure under independence.  
This and other issues are explored in the next sections of the report. 

 
 

TAXATION AND REDISTRIBUTION 

 
A key foundation of the Scottish Government’s case is that it would be able to agree membership of Ster-
ling and that, whilst policy on government debt, financial stability policy, interest rates, money supply, etc 
would be limited by a currency agreement, it would have full powers and discretion in relation to tax poli-
cy. It combines this with the assumption that Scotland would be in a relatively strong fiscal position com-
pared to UK to reach the view that additional spending on public services and active labour market pro-
grammes could be financed through existing revenues, leaving it free to alter taxation for the purposes of 
promoting economic growth, and be enabled to create a Scottish Energy Fund. This view is highly optimis-
tic to say the least. 

 
Is the Scottish Government’s assumption that a currency agreement would leave it free to vary all taxes 
as desired correct?   

 
This seems far from certain, particularly given the current stance on currency adopted by the UK Govern-
ment and the major UK political parties.  The Scottish Government’s White Paper provides examples with-
in existing monetary unions where sovereign nations are able to vary taxes, citing variable VAT rates be-
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tween Belgium and Luxembourg and Ireland’s Corporation Tax rate.  However, it seems increasingly prob-
able, particularly post-2008, that as well as imposing overall fiscal limits, the rUK Treasury would baulk at 
allowing extensive competitive tax variation in the context of an rUK fiscal policy designed to deliver spe-
cific growth and employment outcomes.  Andrew Goudie, former Chief Economic Adviser to the Scottish 
Government, argues that a redefined UK would seek tax harmonisation throughout a sterling monetary 
union and thinks it improbable that tax competition would be accepted on any substantive scale.8 

 
At this stage, the extent of any limitations within a (still uncertain) currency agreement must to some de-
gree continue as a matter of speculation. However, it seems safe to assume that the concerns of the rUK 
Treasury would be more acute in the case of tax competition (i.e. the lowering of overall or specific tax 
rates in order to expand the tax base) rather than the raising of taxes for social and economic purpose. 

 
Assuming that significant tax flexibility were to be available to what purpose might this be put? 

 
The STUC has, earlier in this paper, and on countless other occasions, made the point that extreme posi-
tive and negative fiscal predictions are a weak starting point for either side of the debate.  The clear impli-
cation of the Scottish Government’s position is that its aspiration to create a Nordic style social and eco-
nomic model can be achieved without the overall taxation levels which have been levelled in those coun-
tries.  Whilst it is true that redistributive tax and spend are far from the only cause of the success of the so
-called Nordic Model, it would seem reckless in the extreme to ignore their consistent and common 
pattern of raising and redistributing through taxation a higher proportion of GDP than any other compara-
ble countries.  This is particularly the case when a number of other reasons for their relative success are 
historical and cultural and therefore difficult to replicate. 
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Between 1995-2010, average TTR as a percentage of GDP collected in Denmark and Sweden was fully 13% 
higher than in the UK; Finland 9% and Norway 7% higher. 

 
While the Nordics are highly redistributive nations, their tax systems are less progressive than the UK’s 
with much higher tax rates on consumption and labour9. Indeed, it is not widely understood that the asso-
ciation between tax progressivity and overall redistribution across countries is negative. Redistribution is 
primarily driven by the level of taxation not its structure. Comparative evidence shows that affluent coun-
tries that achieve substantial inequality reduction do so with tax systems less progressive than the UK’s”.   

 
No mainstream party is anywhere near the recognition that the taxes, not just for the richest, but for the 
middle classes, would have to rise in order to effect meaningful redistributive outcomes.  Indeed the 
Scottish Government has emphasised that personal taxes would not rise in Scotland and its emphasis has 
been on the reduction of taxes such as Corporation Tax and employers National Insurance.  Even the 
Common Weal project does not imagine taxes rising in an independent Scotland , although it also advo-
cates universal service provision based on “… (paying) through taxes according to what we can afford”.10 

 
Whilst this can to some extent be reduced to a question of policy (open to future change), it is difficult to 
avoid the conclusion that it reflects a recognition that post-independence, whilst public opinion might 
possibly be relatively amenable to increased levels of tax and spend, government may well be motivated 
to reduce taxes, which, in the STUC’s view would be detrimental to achieving economic growth and social 
cohesion.   

 
The Scottish Government is certainly correct to point out that independence enhances, at least to some 
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degree, the potential to build a tax system which alters the balance of various taxes without necessarily 
increasing or decreasing the overall tax take. This is also true of the possible creation of a system that is 
less cumbersome and less open to tax avoidance.  The STUC has been generally supportive of the work 
undertaken by the Scottish Government which, as well as identifying systems for the collection of taxes 
newly devolved under the Scotland Act 2010, advocates an approach to the tackling of tax avoidance 
which goes significantly further than Westminster proposals.  The STUC has been less impressed by the 
Scottish Government’s approach to local taxation where the Parliament has all the powers it needs to in-
troduce reform, but continues instead with the Council Tax freeze to the detriment of local services.   

 

Local Taxation 

 
The STUC has concluded that local taxation needs urgent reform and that work should begin now, rather 
at some putative future post-referendum stage.  Whilst the Scottish Government is content to quote the 
eminent economist James Mirlees in support of a range of its views, the Mirlees Review Reforming the 
Tax System for the 21st Century11 continues to gather dust. 

 
The STUC believes that local government has a fundamental role to play, not just as a provider of decent 
public services but as an agent for enhancing local democracy and community participation, tackling local-
ised inequality and promoting sustainable economic growth. Scottish local authorities hold very little fiscal 
power especially when compared to their counterparts in many European nations. This lack of fiscal pow-
er has been exacerbated by the Scottish Government’s policy since 2008 of freezing the Council Tax rate; 
a policy which has effectively removed the ability of local authorities to use their key fiscal lever.  

 
The STUC believes that if there is to be genuine local government in Scotland rather than local administra-
tion of Scottish Government policies, it is necessary to give local authorities greater fiscal power.  Thus the 
constitutional debate should not limit itself to the degree to which fiscal power could be vested in Edin-
burgh but should adopt a holistic approach to vesting tax policy at levels which allows a coherent level of 
local decision making. This need not be symmetrical.  Provided that people’s right to decent public ser-
vices is not infringed, the size and depth of local tax bases could differ from region to region and between 
cities and other areas.    The STUC fundamentally disagrees with those who believe that all local taxation 
should be funded through income tax. A property and ‘service use’ element to taxation is necessary in or-
der to promote positive behaviours and local accountability.   

 
Whilst there is no easy, straightforward and obvious solution to the vexed problem of local taxation in 
Scotland, the STUC supports immediate reform of the Council Tax, through a revaluation of domestic 
properties, re-banding and changing the multiplier between bands, The STUC is currently exploring, op-
tions for more radical reform - with perhaps a greater role for land value and/or property taxes – and will 
report to STUC Congress 2015 with specific proposals. 
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SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH 

 
In terms of employment and growth, Scotland’s economic performance relative to the rUK has improved 
since devolution.  If the Scottish Government believes that this makes the case for further powers (rather 
than accepting that the current arrangement is optimum) it should provide a more cogently argued analy-
sis than that offered in the White Paper  of why this is the case and how further powers would directly 
impact on sustainable growth. 

 
Whilst Scotland’s economy continues to be characterised by many of the weaknesses shared across the 
UK, its GVA and employment performance has been stronger than any part of the UK with the exception 
of London and the South East.  

 
It is also disappointing that key structural problems in the economy have been almost completely over-
looked in the constitutional debate thus far. The scale and nature of the financial sector and its longstand-
ing failure to support the productive economy is the prime example. The White Paper has nothing to say 
about structural or regulatory reform and the UK Government remains weak and supine in the face of a 
sector determined to avoid genuine reform. There has been no creative discussion at political level about 
how constitutional change might help free Scotland from the short-termism imposed by the financial sec-
tor. Corporate governance has barely been mentioned, beyond the need for a greater number of women 
on company Boards, which STUC supports. 

 

Ownership, intervention and regulation 

 
The STUC supports the democratic control of the economy through a combination of public ownership, 
effective regulation, community ownership and  industrial democracy. As well as combating extreme 
profiteering, public models of ownership empower individuals and communities and create a basis for a 
social and sustainable economy in which properly regulated private enterprise can flourish. 

 
In common with the rUK, public ownership has diminished to the point where the energy and utilities sec-
tor, all manufacturing, a large part of the transport system and now the Royal Mail are held in private 
hands.  Even where public ownership and not-for-profit models exist in transport and Scottish Water, the 
procurement framework places limits on the scope for government action on sustainable economic 
growth and the redistribution of wealth and power.  Despite being the majority shareholder in two major 
banks, the UK Government’s position (not contradicted by the Scottish Government) is to return the 
banks to private shareholder ownership as soon as possible. 
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Within the framework of private ownership of industry in Scotland the trend towards increased non-
indigenous ownership continues.  Richard Leonard writing for the Red Paper Collective12 argues that 
‘there is no longer a coherent Scottish business network. External institutional investors are dominant and 
the lines of accountability run outside Scotland. This is not to talk Scotland down but to talk the hard facts 
of the Scottish economy today’.  He quotes Scottish Government sourced figures indicating that ‘amongst 
larger enterprises (defined as those employing 250 people or more) 64% of employment and 78% of turn-
over is in enterprises with ultimate ownership outside Scotland. This compares to 54% of employment 
and 69% of turnover as recently as 2002.’ The aforementioned analysis does not include companies such 
as large supermarket chains which are registered outside Scotland.  

 
The nature of ownership and business models adopted is also crucial.  The recent crisis at Ineos, where an 
individual owner effectively held the Scottish economy to ransom, highlighted the importance not just of 
who owns the Scottish economy but of the form of business model adopted.   

 
The Scottish Government has stated its desire to bring the Royal Mail back into public ownership follow-
ing independence and to maintain the Universal Service Obligation. It could, of course, be argued that the 
Royal Mail publicly owned and operating at UK level would be of the greatest advantage to Scottish peo-
ple. However, this would be unlikely to be the position in 2016.  It also refers in the White Paper to the 
opportunity with additional powers to ‘pursue legislation that enabled alternative approaches, including 
public-supported and not-for-profit models’.  These examples aside, the White Paper does not address 
wider issues, either of direct public ownership or how additional powers could be used to change the reg-
ulatory landscape to make foreign takeovers more difficult. As other European countries demonstrate, it is 
entirely possible to be active and successful participants in the global economy while not making it as easy 
as the British do  for foreign companies to purchase indigenous firms. 

 
As the Scottish Government suggests, there would be an in principle capacity with independence to alter 
ownership and the regulation of ownership. However, even with additional powers, there are significant 
political and financial challenges involved in pursuing public ownership under independence.  Current EU 
rules permit nationalisation and regionalisation of industry under certain circumstances and on the as-
sumption of full market compensation for owners/shareholders. However the Transatlantic Trade and In-
vestment Partnership currently being negotiated between the EU and US, could fundamentally alter this 
situation.  

 
Equally, there would be practical financial limitations based upon the size of companies and a future 
Scottish Government’s desire to change the pattern of ownership. Despite the widely shared view that the 
natural next-step to underwriting a number of major clearing banks is nationalisation, the Government in 
an independent Scotland could find itself constrained in pursuing such a policy.  However, in this context 
it is also important to note that the UK Government does tend to overstate the scale of banks Scottish bal-
ance sheets and that the ability of the rUK Government to repeat its massive interventions of 2008/09 
would also be limited by current levels of public debt. .     
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It isn’t serious to pledge support for manufacturing while in practise demonstrating abject complacency 
over high levels of foreign ownership. It’s also very disappointing and somewhat perplexing that the 
White Paper contains not a single reference to cooperative or employee ownership. Business models 
which ensure that the benefits of organic business growth are retained within Scotland’s communities are 
essential in realising the broader vision set out in the White Paper. 

 
It’s unlikely that enhanced devolution would provide additional powers in this respect and it’s an issue on 
which the advocates of independence have been silent.  

 
It is hard not to conclude that Scotland’s medium-term interests and the prospects for an economy char-
acterised by proper regulation, patient investment and an appropriate business tax regime will continue 
to be heavily influenced by whether change can be effected in the UK (whether rUK or UK) or indeed at  
EU level.  There is no suggestion in the White Paper of a Scottish Government view that an independent 
Scotland should invest in or take ownership of strategic, developmental areas of industry. 

 
The question of public ownership should neither be confined to industry nor to the state.  The STUC sup-
ports a major overhaul of land ownership in Scotland with existing right to buy legislation supported by a 
range of measures which would remove the incentives to capture land for the purposes of capital accu-
mulation and remove hereditary tax breaks and subsidies. The STUC also supports the transfer of the 
Crown Estate in Scotland to Scottish Parliament control (whether under independence or enhanced devo-
lution) with the express purpose of ensuring that local authorities and local communities are empowered 
to act in the local interest on issues pertaining to development and environmental improvement. Recog-
nising that community empowerment depends on economic empowerment, independence and resili-
ence, the STUC is also examining ways in which the Scottish Government’s Community Empowerment Bill 
might include provisions for an ‘employee-community right to buy’ businesses for sale or at risk of admin-
istration.  

 
The current devolution settlement already empowers the Scottish Government to undertake significant 
land reform although an increase in tax powers would no doubt increase the potential further supposing 
the political will existed. 

 
It is an inevitable conclusion that the pattern of ownership, the integrated nature of the UK economy and 
the implications of a shared currency arrangement would severely constrain an independent Scottish Gov-
ernment’s capacity to transform banking and financial markets, corporate governance and areas of regu-
lation in a way that STUC would desire and would be is significantly different than at present.   
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Energy 

 
The STUC recognises the strengths and opportunities that exist for Scotland in some energy technologies 
and believes that a balanced energy policy based on a diversity of fuel sources is the appropriate way to 
manage the triple challenge of climate change, affordability and security of supply. 

 
Through its failure to create certainty for investors, the UK Government’s programme of electricity mar-
ket reform is in danger of ruining Scotland’s first mover advantage in key renewable and carbon capture 
and storage technologies. The running down of major generating capacity in coal and nuclear is seriously 
threatening future security of supply and increasing fuel poverty whilst leaving significant concerns over 
next generation supply.  

 
The independence debate has hardly scratched the surface of these issues: the Scottish Government pro-
motes opportunities in renewables whilst assuming that the UK market and the subsidies that go with it 
would persist under independence. The UK Government lauds the opportunities provided by the UK mar-
ket whilst failing to ensure that the market works for workers, consumers or investors. Indeed, the STUC 
is profoundly sceptical over the ability of market based solutions in utilities to deliver. 

 
The STUC questions whether the Scottish Government’s preferred option for a separately regulated ener-
gy sector sitting within a single UK market would be workable.   

 
The STUC notes the comprehensive coverage of the Oil and Gas sector in the White Paper but is con-
cerned that the focus is mainly on the certainty of the tax regime. Whilst the STUC has no difficulty with 
Government providing the industry with long-term certainty, this must not be at the cost of fair and pro-
portionate taxation of firms which are ultimately making vast profits from the exploitation and depletion 
of a common resource. There are also key issues around skills and health and safety which must be tack-
led on an industry – meaning employers, unions and other stakeholders – wide basis. 

 
Scotland is at a critical juncture in the development of its energy industries. Both sides of the independ-
ence debate need to set out much more detailed analyses of how opportunities can be maximised under 
independence or the status quo. 
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Manufacturing 

 
Manufacturing creates wealth and distributes the benefits more effectively than services. Wages are high-
er and jobs are spread around the country. The spill-over effects for the wider economy are significant: 
manufacturing still supports jobs in supply chains (although the disintegration of some indigenous supply 
chains is a major issue) and manufacturing firms account for the vast majority of private research and de-
velopment (R&D) spend in Scotland. The multiplier for research spending undertaken by advanced manu-
facturing is significantly higher than for other sectors.  

 
After decades of disinterest and complacency, the global financial crisis provoked politicians at Scottish 
and UK level to start taking manufacturing seriously again. It is encouraging to observe senior Ministers 
vie to commit most strongly to supporting manufacturing industry. Yet, the UK Chancellor’s aspiration 
that recovery from the financial crisis induced recession and subsequent stagnation would be driven by 
the ‘march of the makers’ now looks forlorn. The nascent recovery has in fact been driven by the consum-
er with business investment and net trade making very weak or negative contributions to growth through 
2013. 

 
Until publication of the Scottish Government’s White Paper and the Economic Policy Choices paper which 
preceded it by a week, the future of manufacturing had been strangely absent from the independence 
debate.  Now, through these papers the Scottish Government has strongly emphasised the importance of 
manufacturing for economic resilience and broadly shared prosperity. 

 
However, although a strong case is presented for manufacturing to grow as a proportion of economic out-
put, both papers are very light on specific policy proposals and, importantly, how independence would 
more easily facilitate their design and implementation. Manufacturing and industrial policy are uneasily 
conflated and it is difficult to discern exactly how the Scottish Government’s current key sector led eco-
nomic development strategy would be enhanced by a new approach under independence. 

 
That the decline of manufacturing in Scotland and the UK is inevitable is challenged by the relatively 
better performance of comparator developed economies.  The STUC has consistently argued that, aside 
from the question of ownership and control which this paper has already covered, UK manufacturing has 
suffered from: 

 

 a lack of political support and economic policies designed to prioritise the needs of finance; 

 the short-term nature of the UK financial system which disadvantages manufacturing firms who are 
unable to access the patient, committed capital necessary to sustain crucial investment in R&D, cap-
ital equipment and people; 
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 what Robert Skidelsky describes as the ‘imperial overhang’;UK firms, used to exploiting captive mar-
kets, were wholly unprepared for, and unable to deal with, globalisation. 

 

The White Paper could have been much, much bolder on structural reform of the banking sector, new 
public investment vehicles and how they might be funded and corporate governance reform. Models of 
independence or enhanced devolution which seek to retain or replicate essential elements of the current 
system (e.g. the predominant role of finance) are very unlikely to deliver manufacturing growth. It’s inter-
esting that one of the few clear policy priorities of the Scottish Government remains cutting Corporation 
Tax; a policy that is likely to prove actively detrimental by further embedding short-termism and pressur-
ising the investment subsidies which benefit manufacturing over finance. Detailed policy proposals are 
required and soon. 

 
It is also essential that the UK Government sets out detailed arguments on why Scottish manufacturing 
can flourish in the UK. The risible supply-side arguments set out in the BIS paper ‘Microeconomic Frame-
work’ will not convince. What is required is an acknowledgement of the deep structural problems that 
adversely affect manufacturing within the UK economy and how these can be effectively addressed. 

 

Defence  

 
The Scottish Government’s White Paper outlines plans for a new approach defence which would see the 
country remaining in NATO but operating a separate defence force, with a standing army  of 15,000 (plus 
5,000 reserved personnel).  It anticipates a defence budget of £2.5 billion and estimates a consequent 
saving to the new Scottish Treasury of £800 million.  The plan for defence includes the pledge for the re-
moval of Trident within the first term of a post-2016 Scottish Parliament. 

 
STUC believes that the Scottish Government’s assessment of future defence is reasonable and STUC has 
long supported the removal of Trident from the Clyde and for progress to nuclear disarmament generally.  
There is no indication that the major parties at Westminster have any commitment to removing nuclear 
weapons from Scotland or the UK unilaterally, or in the timescale outlined by the Scottish Government. 

 
The question of whether the removal of Trident from Scotland has a meaningful impact on disarmament 
generally is moot, and heavily dependent on what future decision is taken on relocation.  STUC is aware of 
opinion that the relocation of Trident, particularly within the rUK borders is unlikely, but is not in a posi-
tion to make further judgement on this matter at this stage. 

 
In this context, some doubt must be cast on the Scottish Government’s timetable for removal, particularly 
as the process would be beginning at the same time as Scotland opened negotiations to join NATO, thus 
remaining under a nuclear umbrella. 
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The implications of a separate Scottish defence policy and force has seen serious controversy with respect 
to the procurement implications for Scotland’s shipbuilding and defence industries.  In STUC’s view there 
is a potentially severe impact on the defence manufacturing sector where many jobs are reliant on UK 
Government contracts.  

 
Scottish Government argues in its White Paper that EU law permits exemption from open competition 
only in rare circumstances and also argues that there are examples of UK contracting to non-domestic 
suppliers. However, the majority of defence contracts are exempted from EU Internal Market rules. Not 
only are there genuine sensitivities around ownership of advanced military technologies but also signifi-
cant pork barrel political disincentives for rUK legislators to place contracts abroad. It is therefore likely 
that defence manufacturers in Scotland will be at a serious disadvantage when bidding for UK contracts 
and that the extent of the impact – which wouldn’t occur under forms of enhanced devolution – on the 
supply chain and wider economy could be considerable. Indeed, the economic damage resulting from a 
reduction in the scale of Scotland’s defence sector was an area of agreement between the four main par-
ties in the Scottish Parliament when they came together to pre-empt the possible outcomes of the De-
fence Review of 2010.  

 
Whether or not the Government in an independent Scotland chooses to use the so-called ‘defence divi-
dend’ to directly support new industrial development remains to be seen.  International experience on 
government commitment to, and success of, diversification strategies is at best mixed. Too often, the 
view has prevailed that, supported by labour supply side measures, the market will deliver.  There will be 
circumstances in which direct government intervention to create jobs is essential, particularly in areas 
with a high historical reliance on single industries.  A firm commitment to diversification along with a so-
ber analysis of the potential extent and cost of these is a minimum prerequisite if the fears of our mem-
bers employed in the sector are to be allayed.  

 

REFORMING THE LABOUR MARKET 

 
There is a recognition on all sides of the debate that growth is a pre-requisite for increasing levels of la-
bour market participation, though, as indicated in the previous sections there is limited consensus on how 
growth can be achieved and, in particular, a failure to recognise that different types of growth have differ-
ent labour market and wage effects. 

 
The UK Government presents the flexible and integrated labour market as a positive benefit of the Union.  
It is certainly true that Scottish employment levels have been at or ahead of the UK average for a number 
of years.  However it should be recognised that this performance is relative since the current rate of un-
employment is some way above pre-recession levels, with underemployment endemic and enormous re-
gional disparities in unemployment claimant count and wider levels of economic inactivity. 
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The Scottish Government’s White Paper recognises the importance of progressive labour market reform 
and the removal of barriers to employment for groups underrepresented and undervalued in the labour 
marker including young people, women and disabled people.  The Scottish Parliament already possesses 
significant powers which can be utilised to tackle barriers to employment, including economic develop-
ment, transport, health, and crucially employability and skills. However, it has argued that the reservation 
of tax and welfare policy to the United Kingdom limits its capacity to intervene in the labour market, citing 
specific examples such as the European Youth Guarantee and the provision of expanded child care.  More 
generally, the White Paper promotes a focus on early intervention aimed at reducing the number of those 
falling into the long-term unemployed. 

 
There is clear evidence suggesting that the primary drivers for labour market inactivity due to sickness 
and disability are existing economic conditions – a combination of the historical legacy in particular areas 
of the destruction of key industries and the pre-existing employment rates which heavily influence the 
willingness of employers to take on those with some form of disability or a history of illness.  These fac-
tors have been under recognised in the ‘employability’ paradigm in which the greatest emphasis is placed 
on individual ‘suitability’ rather than a recognition of the objective factors determining employment op-
portunity. Demand is assumed to be sufficient to absorb supply; an incorrect proposition at the best of 
times but a grotesque approach at present. 

 
Nevertheless, positive labour market support is important and the STUC has long argued for a shift to-
wards higher quality interventions on health and other measures to improve inclusion, emphasising the 
need for workplace support, irrespective of an individual’s ‘distance’ from the jobs market for those who 
are genuinely able to work given the appropriate support.  Such approaches cannot be separated from 
the need to provide reasonable quality and security of employment when a successful intervention is 
achieved.  Thus, the legislative separation of health and education from employment services as well as 
wider powers on employment and trade union rights is a limiting factor in the promotion of effective la-
bour market policy.  

 
The current division of powers which sees Health and Safety enforcement reserved to Westminster while 
the health service and a number of employability functions are devolved would be remedied through in-
dependence.  It is also an area where the STUC believes power should be held in Scotland under any fu-
ture enhanced devolution settlement.  
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Incentives and active labour market intervention 

 
The £30 billion which is spent annually by the Scottish Government and local councils on public service 
delivery, capital investment and procurement provides the potential for substantial positive labour mar-
ket interventions to secure quality jobs.  A major concern of the STUC has been to establish that public 
service employers and procurement bodies ensure that this spending tackles gender inequality in employ-
ment, youth unemployment, the payment of living wages and the  acquisition of skills, 

 
A major subject of debate since the publication of the White Paper is the extent to which the Scottish 
Government is not currently incentivised to pursue active labour market policies because it does not hold 
sufficient tax powers and because the social security system is reserved. 

 
It is unquestionably the case that certain policy decisions designed to actively intervene in the labour mar-
ket have differing fiscal implications depending on whether they are taken at a UK or Scottish level.  The 
success of the Future Jobs Fund, created by the last Labour Government, is a matter of record.  It consti-
tuted a major public spending intervention providing employment for tens of thousands of young people 
who would otherwise have been unemployed and in receipt of a range of out of work and related bene-
fits.  Thus the scheme was financed through a combination of ‘new’ public money and the recycling of a 
significant saving in welfare payments and a (smaller) increase in tax revenues.  It is clearly the case that 
any decision of the current Scottish Government, only able to benefit from a far smaller recycling of such 
savings, would be subject to a different cost/benefit analysis if considering such a scheme.  Similarly, 
whilst the STUC welcomed the Scottish Government’s introduction of the Living Wage for its directly em-
ployed workers, a marginal rate in excess of 50% of the sum expended by the Scottish Government re-
turns to the UK Treasury through reduced benefits and increased tax take. 

 

The childcare debate 

 
The polarisation of the debate on childcare between political parties who, on the fundamental ethics and 
economics of the issue, are in general agreement is regrettable. 

 
The STUC has long argued that, within existing powers, successive Scottish Governments could, and 
should, have increased the availability of free, quality childcare to promote the life chances of the very 
young and remove barriers to employment and employment progression.  It is of vital importance that 
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this is delivered through the employment of a highly trained well motivated workforce. Such an approach 
is a key part of a wider strategy to challenge gender segregation through workplace intervention and re-
form and to revalue professions which have traditionally been considered ‘women’s work’ such as in the 
care sector itself. 

 
The UK has a relatively low participation of women in the workforce by EU standards.  In a survey con-
ducted by the Resolution Foundation and Mumsnet13, 67 per cent of mothers in work and 64 per cent of 
those not working said the high cost of childcare was a barrier to taking on more employment. Parents in 
Scotland pay 27% of their household income on childcare, compared to the OECD average of 12%.  

 
The Scottish Government’s proposal to increase available childcare incrementally to 1140 hours per year 
from age one to school age by 2026 is therefore welcome. It is also arguable that greater powers over tax 
and social security make such a pledge easier to deliver given the undoubted fiscal benefits of increasing 
labour market participation.  Nevertheless, the assumption that such a pledge is self-financing will require 
significant additional analysis given the current lack of employment demand and levels of underemploy-
ment and the questionable extent (if not the fact) of fiscal return.  There is also significant doubt as to 
whether the current pledge would provide the flexibility required by working parents.   

 
Thus the presumption that such a pledge can be delivered without extending Scotland’s public spending 
to GDP ratio is questionable.  The graphs provided below demonstrate a very strong correlation between 
childcare costs and average taxation levels. 
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Graphs (OECD) indicate a clear correlation between cost of childcare provision as percentage of family in-
come and overall levels of tax as percentage of GDP 
 
Under the current constitutional arrangements a decision by the Scottish Government’s to raise additional 
taxes to fund free childcare would without doubt have fiscal consequences providing disproportionate 
benefit to the UK Treasury (only some of the tax revenues and a small part of a reduced social security bill 
would find its way back to Scotland).  However, it is equally true that a decision to spend existing funds on 
childcare, rather than another public intervention such as spending on health or other areas of education, 
would provide a real but much more limited fiscal distortion and in this case it is difficult to argue that a 
particularly significant disincentive exists. (The question of incentives to particular choices in public spend-
ing is further discussed in the section on public services). 

 
 

The nature and quality of employment 

 
As well as contributing to economic inequality, the detrimental effects of the loss of middle income em-
ployment and the rise of low pay, low security employment in sectors such as services and hospitality has 
profound economic effects and, as the STUC has argued, was a major cause of the economic crash.  Wag-
es as a proportion of GDP across the UK have fallen significantly and consistently since the 1970s. 
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The polarisation of the UK labour market and rise of non-routine service work 

Change in share of employment, 1981-2008 

 
The degree of public attention to the quality of employment and the rise in pay inequality has recently 
increased with a growing focus on areas such as involuntary under-employment, the use of zero and low 
hours contracts and the importance of minimum and living wages. Far from being a stage during transi-
tion to more secure, better rewarded employment, for many such conditions become long-term. As out-
lined in Minimum Stay 14, a report by the Resolution Foundation, 17 per cent of all those currently earning 
the minimum wage or up to 25p an hour above it, have only ever held jobs at this pay level when they 
have been employed in the last five years. 

 
In the STUC’s view the creation of better quality jobs through a coherent industrial strategy needs to be 
twinned with a regulatory and employment regime which increases hourly pay, increases the number of 
hours available to those seeking fulltime employment but are underemployed  or who wish to work part-
time and enhances employment security – issues which apply generally to all workers and of particular 
significance for women, young people, BME and disabled workers.  Such a shift cannot be achieved by leg-
islation alone and will involve strengthened collective bargaining mechanisms and strong trade unions. 
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THE ROLE OF TRADE UNIONS 

 
The STUC recognises that the membership of trade unions declined over a period of two decades in the 
1980s and 1990s and that whilst this trend was not confined to the UK, the fall was more precipitous here 
and in the US than in most of Europe.  Nevertheless the decline in economic and social influence of unions 
is frequently exaggerated.  Unions are recognised in the majority of the largest and most successful UK 
and Scottish companies and by virtually all public sector employers.  Economic and social influence is also 
better illustrated  by the extent of collective bargaining agreements.  Countries such as France and Bel-
gium have far lower trade union membership but a far higher incidence of collective bargaining. 

 

  

Percentage of work force covered by collective bargaining, which provides a more informative picture of 
the impact of trade unions on pay and employment practice than trade union density 

 
Notwithstanding their different starting points, a significant trend across a great number of European 
countries has been towards deregulation and the weakening of employment protections and some trade 
union rights.  Nonetheless, the two graphs below indicate how comparatively poorly the UK currently 
fares with respect to employment protection against dismissal and on collective bargaining.   
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There is a positive correlation of trade union influence with general economic growth and key sustainabil-
ity factors such as economic equality. 

 
This is because trade union membership is directly related through a combination of cause and correla-
tion with secure employment, better wages, gender pay equality, better skills and workplace safety.  
There is a growing recognition that the consistent fall of wages as a proportion of GDP was a major cause 
of the current crisis and that correcting the trend is a fundamental necessity of recovery.  There is also a 
general recognition in the academic community (right and left) that unions have a positive effect on wag-
es as a share of GDP (though the conclusions drawn are different!). 

 

 
 
 
 
Clearly the overall influence of trade unions in different countries is not the consequence of one homoge-
nous model of industrial relations.  But freedom of association and free collective bargaining supported by 
an effective right to take industrial action are fundamental.  Such rights have been undermined in the UK 
over a period of three decades by placing undemocratic and bureaucratic obstacles in the path of trade 
unions including limitations on the right to gain employer recognition and to undertake industrial action, 
including secondary action.  Unlike successive governments, the STUC consider the right to trade union 
membership and activity to be a fundamental democratic right and not a political choice. 
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Many of the countries held up as potential models of fairer and more successful economies, whether 
large or small, have institutional partnership models in which the social partners: unions, employers and 
government co-operate on a range of macro-economic issues, with a focus to some extent, but not entire-
ly, on the labour market. 

 
There is not room in AJS2 to explore these models fully.  However, to the extent that they have been suc-
cessful in managing economic and industrial change, they have been based on genuine trade union inde-
pendence; a degree of cultural and political buy-in by big business and an institutional framework which 
enables some consistency of approach irrespective of the political hue of the government of the day and 
which genuinely involves the key players in the decision making process and implementation of policy.   

 
The potential gains are many.  Major industrial change including substantial relocation and job redesign 
were achieved in Scandinavian countries as a consequence of genuine partnership.  Major economies 
such as Germany have continued to flourish economically despite higher wage costs than most of their 
competitors.  The potential for unions, government and employers to co-operate in areas such as skills 
and the environment is enormous and goes far beyond the productive but limited co-operation that exists 
in Scotland today. 

 
The Scottish Government White Paper proposes a Fair Work Commission and the creation of a National 
Convention on Employment and Labour Relations to “(bring) together labour market regulation and other 
employment-related policies in a forum which encourages direct and constructive dialogue across key 
stakeholders …” 

 
This approach stands as a refreshing contrast to that of the Coalition Government which has attacked em-
ployment rights, undermined health and safety legislation and conducted specific attacks on the facility 
time and membership arrangement (check-off) of public sector unions.   

 
The Scottish Government White Paper has a tendency to conflate worker representation on company 
boards, which the STUC generally supports, with the wider issue of trade union collective bargaining and 
workplace relations.  These are different facets of industrial democracy and irrespective of the result of 
the referendum are ones the STUC will be happy to work with Ministers to advance. 

 
Whilst it would be wrong to place too much emphasis on the detail of industrial relations measures out-
lined in the White Paper, the Scottish Government’s pledge to increase the Minimum Wage by at least 
inflation was modest and has been to some extent superseded by the slightly less modest suggestion from 
the UK Government that it should increase to £7 within two years.  Equally the current lack of action un-
der existing powers on Procurement and the Living Wage which has frustrated both Scottish trade unions 
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and anti-poverty activists gives rise to a concern that increased powers do not necessarily translate into 
action, particularly in the context of an integrated economy with a powerful business lobby.  However, in 
the context of the slash and burn approach of the Coalition Government to industrial relations the general 
direction of travel in the White Paper is one the STUC welcomes and is broadly consistent with the con-
structive relationship the STUC currently has with the Scottish Government.  

 
A more difficult task is assessing whether a future Scottish Government could be persuaded to legislate to 
increase employment protection and significantly enhance trade union freedoms and mainstream collec-
tive bargaining in circumstances where similar moves were not taking place at a UK level.  Certainly it is 
difficult to imagine political pressure towards a further weakening of trade union and employment rights 
in an independent Scotland. However, the pressure under which a new Scottish Government might be 
placed by continued deregulation in the rUK and the strength of the business lobby in a still highly inte-
grated economy should not be underestimated.  It will of course be for us to win the argument that en-
hanced employment and union rights have a positive impact on economic and social progress and under 
any constitutional scenario the STUC will need to place a high priority on cross border co-operation with 
sisters and brothers at UK, European and Global levels to ensure an international approach to fairer la-
bour market protections.  

 

SOCIAL SECURITY AND PENSIONS 

 

Pensions  

 
Assessing the potential impact of constitutional change on pensions is of fundamental importance for 
trade unions.  A worker’s pension constitutes his/her deferred pay and the state pension is a vital financial 
back-stop for the majority who have an expectation of low or no pension in the future.  It is also an enti-
tlement based on years of national insurance payments by individuals.  But pensions also have a far wider 
economic impact in relation to the investment role of pension funds and the strategic impact on company 
decision making based upon the situation and prospects for their occupational schemes.  

 
The Scottish Government’s approach to state and occupational pensions post-independence has been to 
offer reassurance that the main expectations people hold in terms of retirement age, pension levels, 
affordability and regulation, will not alter.  It also offers a number of possible (if not certain) improve-
ments, saying for instance that it reserves judgment on the proposed increase in retirement age to 67 in 
2026. The Scottish Government proposes to continue with the triple-lock promise to ensure that the state 
pension increases either by inflation, earnings or 2.5%. The new single-tier pension would be introduced 
in an independent Scotland, as currently planned by the UK Government, in April 2016, and could be 
slightly higher than that proposed for the UK. The Scottish Government is committed to setting an initial 
rate of £160 per week or will match the UK rate if it is higher. 
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The Scottish Government believes that overall pensions are more affordable for Scotland as a conse-
quence of high morbidity rates, though this somewhat depressing ‘advantage’ is likely to be off-set by the 
increased costs of population which is ageing more quickly than in the UK as a whole.  It also believes, 
with some justification that action in areas such as migration which rebalance Scotland’s demographic 
trends could improve the current predictions in relation to pension sustainability. 

 

Occupational pension schemes 

STUC understands the reasons for a ‘steady as she goes’ approach to occupational pensions, however this 
cannot obscure the fact that there is little within the White Paper which proposes a departure from the 
UK Government’s failed and failing approach to occupational pensions which underestimates the respon-
sibility of employers in the private sector to offer decent schemes at the same time as penalising those 
employees who make sensible provision for their retirement in a contracted out pension scheme, by 
hitting them with a 1.4% increase in NI contributions.  

Whilst this situation falls into the ‘no worse than the UK’ policy category, STUC has a range of continuing 
concerns including whether the proposal to share pension protection arrangements with rUK would com-
fortably sit alongside the creation of a separate Scottish pensions regulator. 

Further clarification is also required in respect of issues raised by the Institution of Chartered Accountants 
Scotland (ICAS) on whether at the date of independence an individual's entitlement to a state pension or 
a pension from an unfunded public sector pension scheme would sit with an independent Scotland or 
with the UK.  

 

Public sector pensions 

Public sector pensions remain a significant concern for public service workers who have seen significant 
Westminster attacks on their retirement age, contributions and final pension levels and no action in Scot-
land to mitigate the impact. 

 
ICAS reports that at 31 March 2012, unfunded public sector pension liabilities of £919 billion were report-
ed by the UK Government, representing 91% of all UK public sector pension liabilities and 35% of all UK 
liabilities.  

The liabilities arising from Scotland’s share of unfunded public sector pension liabilities would be based on 
an estimate of actual liabilities for those covered rather than a simple per capita or other basis, instead, as 
ICAS makes clear, a range of criteria would be applied to individual scheme members to determine which 
Government should be responsible for payment of a pension and the related liability. 
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Given that public sector schemes are of different sizes and range from completely separate (Local Govern-
ment Pension Scheme) partially devolved (such as Teachers’ and NHS schemes) and reserved (Civil Service 
Scheme) the impact of independence would have different effects.  STUC’s major concern is that upon 
independence, schemes which are underwritten at a UK level would be forced to deal immediately with 
deficits and/or to splinter into a number of smaller schemes.  As larger schemes are generally more effec-
tive, there is potential detriment to our members.  A situation which would be helped, though by no 
means removed if, upon independence, transitional arrangements could be agreed with the EU over defi-
cits. 

 

Cross-border implications for occupational pensions 
 

As referred to above, current EU solvency requirements for defined benefit pension schemes across na-
tional borders, state that fund their liabilities must be rectified immediately rather than through a staged 
recovery plan. Unless an agreement could be reached, with both EU and UK, for a significant loosening of 
this restriction or a very long period of grace, companies operating with pension fund liabilities north and 
south of the border would require to make a number of difficult investment and location decisions which 
might significantly affect the Scottish and UK economies as well as threatening the quality of schemes 
offered to employees.  On both counts this is of significant concern to STUC and its members and far more 
clarity is required if this does not remain a substantial disincentive for some to choose independence. 

 

SOCIAL SECURITY 

 

The creation of the UK social security system was amongst the greatest of the achievements of the post-
war Labour Government and it is understandable that senior figures within ‘Better Together’ have high-
lighted this in making the case for the Union.   

 

Social Security is a key stabiliser across the UK economy which effects significant resource transfers where 
regional and national economies diverge and there are points since its inception where Scotland as a 
whole has benefitted significantly from its existence.  It is equally true however that the narrative which 
depicts Scotland as a long term and sequential net beneficiary from the UK welfare system has proved 
inaccurate (see section 2: Scotland’s relative fiscal position).  Furthermore, the direction of travel of Social 
Security policy has become a major concern for the STUC, a position exacerbated by recent welfare re-
forms and cuts to benefits.  As a member of the Scottish Campaign on Welfare Reform (SCoWR), the STUC 
supports the SCoWR manifesto and its three key principles: 

 Increase benefit rates to a level where no one is left in poverty and all have sufficient income to lead 
a dignified life 
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 Make respect for human rights and dignity the cornerstone of a new approach to welfare 

 Radically simplify the welfare system. 

 

The Scottish Government’s White Paper is critical of the general direction of UK welfare policy and prom-
ises to halt the roll-out of Universal Credit and personal Independence Payments in Scotland, as well as 
ending the hated Bedroom Tax.  It also pledges (unlike the Coalition Government) to increase in-work 
benefits by at least inflation. These pledges do not suggest that in the medium term it would spend signifi-
cantly more on Social Security than the rUK, though it does anticipate the liberation of some £250 million 
from bearing down on tax avoidance and cancelling the tax break for married couples.  The general 
pledge not to increase (indeed to decrease) overall tax rates, the commitment to create a Sovereign Ener-
gy Fund and to commit imagined budget savings from lower defence spending in other areas, suggests 
that the immediate prospects for a better funded social security system are remote.  As outlined in AJS1, 
simply to return levels of spending to those inherited by the Coalition Government from Labour in 2010 
would require in excess of £2 billion funding – a figure which is likely to rise steeply as further spending 
cuts materialise.  The STUC is strongly of the view that a decent social security system is a fundamental 
necessity for combating inequality and will continue to argue for levels of taxation which can fund it.  
However, it is an illusion to suggest that such a substantial material change will emerge as an automatic 
consequence of independence. 

 

The funding of a decent social security system is of course only one part of the equation.  The STUC has 
been equally critical, irrespective of specific benefit levels, of the way in which policy has been pursued.  
The extreme levels of conditionality in the system, the use of workfare schemes and the flawed and inhu-
mane Work Capability Assessments have contributed to an unheralded stigmatisation of the poor and un-
employed.  Whilst the design of a social security system which meets the three principles of adequacy, 
dignity and simplicity is no easy challenge, it is hard to imagine an independent Scotland being less hu-
mane in its approach than the current UK coalition government.  In this context, STUC recognises the val-
ue of increased Scottish Government responsibility for social security policy under all future constitutional 
scenarios including the view that aspects of the social security system,  including but not confined to the 
Work Programme, should be included by the pro-devolution parties as part of any enhanced devolution 
proposal. 
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PUBLIC SERVICES 

 

Public services are a key driver of economic growth and for achieving equality of opportunity and out-
come.  This has a direct as well as an indirect economic effect. Indeed the UK’s poor record on income ine-
quality is somewhat ameliorated when the availability of public services free at the point of delivery are 
included in comparisons with other countries where charges for particular services are higher.  Whilst es-
timates of this effect can be difficult because they rely on assumptions about an equal take up of services, 
the OECD estimates that the UK improves from being one of the most unequal countries to a more middle 
ranking position when free public service provision is factored in. 

 

The STUC’s public services charter15 outlines our vision for local and accountable public services in which 
the voice of the ordinary people who use and provide public services is heard; where the values of com-
munity and the public service ethos are valued; and in which equality of opportunity and outcome is 
achieved.  

 

Although the majority of public services are devolved, it should not be concluded that the policies past 
and future of the political parties engaged in the referendum debate will be ignored by trade union mem-
bers or Scottish voters more generally.  Scotland’s approach to public provision, particularly in education, 
is rightly considered to be one of the more defining differences between Scottish and rUK society - a 
difference which is currently being brought into sharp focus by the shift in policy south of the border on 
issues such as free schools, NHS marketisation and university tuition fees.  Such policy divergence can of 
course be presented as proof of the effectiveness of current devolution arrangements, but can also be 
offered as evidence that, with greater powers, other areas of policy would also diverge. 

 

As the Scottish Government points out in the White Paper, Scotland has taken significantly different pub-
lic service policy choices with a clear differentiation between the marketisation approach in England and a 
more guarded attitude to ‘enabling state’ approaches which would see public service users increasingly as 
purchasers of services from outsourced providers.  This notwithstanding, there is a developing public ser-
vice outsourcing industry which is active north as well as south of the border.  The public service reform 
process has led to the creation of a plethora of arms-length delivery bodies with weakened accountability 
and successive Scottish Governments have argued for the creation of larger public services bodies based 
on the economies of scale and the introduction of shared services and the separation of the (often mythi-
cal) ‘front and back office staff’.  The tendency towards centralisation sits uncomfortably alongside local 
accountability and ‘asset-based’ approaches and the savings of scale are often illusory.  
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The STUC participated in the Christie Commission and was generally supportive of its findings, particularly 
its view that public services providers should actively intervene to tackle income inequality; should priori-
tise early intervention; and should seek to involve both service users and public service workers in the de-
sign and delivery of public service.  In policy areas such as health and care, the STUC supports service inte-
gration in principle but not at the cost of local democratic accountability, the engagement and involve-
ment of unions or without sufficient funding to effect meaningful change. Unions have been concerned 
that the current proposals for the integration of Health and Social Care undervalue the importance of the 
staffing aspects of care integration. National and local workforce strategies are required to address issues 
such as organisational culture, relationships, respecting professional identity, training and staff engage-
ment.   

Public services face key challenges looking forward including a growing elderly population and technologi-
cal change. As previously discussed, it is difficult to establish that independence offers the prospect of in-
creased resource unless it is imagined that the overall tax/GDP ratio were to increase. STUC’s support for 
higher levels of redistribution enable it to be supportive of so-called universal services without agreeing 
that spending in these other areas should be impacted.  It is nevertheless, an unavoidable fact, that on 
current funding levels, difficult choices are presented and that neither independence, nor alternative de-
volved funding arrangements are a panacea unless active redistribution through taxation is pursued by 
the relevant party or parties of government.  

 

Local Government 

 

As outlined in the section of this report covering local taxation, STUC considers strong, autonomous and 
accountable local government to have a fundamental role in delivering social justice. Despite its pledge to 
enshrine the existence and role of local government in a new constitution, the future of local government 
under independence has been made far from clear by the Scottish Government.  The White Paper states 
that “On independence, the structure of local government in Scotland will remain the same, with local 
councils continuing to deliver the full range of services they do today. This will include schools, leisure and 
social services. The next election to Scotland’s local authorities will take place as planned in 2017. Inde-
pendence will give us the power to embed the role of local authorities in a written constitution and con-
sider the most appropriate responsibilities for local government and communities.” 

 

However the devolution of power to Scotland’s relatively small number of local authorities and the com-
munities within have hardly been a key plank of SNP policy and  such policies as the Council Tax Freeze 
and the centralisation of the Scottish Police Service are clear examples of moves in the opposite direction.  
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In STUC’s view, local authorities are facing very serious challenges, not just of funding but of power.  The 
successful reform of public services, along democratic principles requires a strong, autonomous and ac-
countable structure of local councils which can the play a primary role in the delivery of innovative, com-
munity focussed strategies with properly trained and consulted staff to improve the delivery and efficien-
cy of the services they provide.  The Scottish Government has the opportunity therefore, to state unam-
biguously its view that the future of public services are public not private and that its guiding principle fol-
lowing independence will be that of subsidiarity with the direction of travel being towards rather than 
away from local accountability and bottom up delivery. 

 

NHS Scotland 

 

The Scottish Government White Paper identifies the devolved health service as a success of devolution 
and proof that increasing the powers of the Scottish Parliament would lead to similar successes in other 
areas.  It also argues that further powers would allow Scottish Governments to address more of the root 
causes of health inequality including income inequality and highlights the potential use of ‘behaviours tax-
es’ on cigarettes and alcohol.  It believes that independence will not affect the day-to-day management of 
the NHS including the cross border co-operation with other parts of the UK.  It also highlights specific 
choices taken on free personal care and the removal of prescription charges.  The most significant pres-
sure on the NHS in Scotland is one of resources.  In recent years, the UK Government spending cuts have 
impacted on the Scottish health budget.  There is no commitment within the Scottish Government’s 
White Paper to increase NHS funding.  Since the inception of the Scottish Parliament, the proportion of 
spending on the NHS in Scotland has fallen relative to the UK.  Currently spending on health is 108.9% of 
the UK average, compared to an estimated overall spending difference of 115-118%.    

 

STUC is proud of the record of the NHS in Scotland and the role its members play through the partnership 
mechanisms which have contributed its success.  A clear statement should be made, by all parties in Scot-
land, that privatisation is completely off the agenda. This should include ensuring that the effect of the 
integration of Health and Social Care is not to introduce, through procurement, the privatisation of health 
care. 

 

Education 

 

Scotland’s distinct education system is alternately cited as a success of the Union and devolution and as 
the basis upon which an independent Scotland could better tackle inequality, provide opportunity and 
build a successful economy. The White Paper recognises that successive Scottish Governments have been 
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able to invest in education but argues that control over tax, benefits and labour market policy would 
better enable it to tackle the root causes of poverty allowing the education system to best deliver for all.  

However, despite being a cornerstone of the devolved settlement, education in Scotland has not contin-
ued to benefit consistently from higher levels of public, with per capita funding on a par with that spent 
across the rest of the UK.   

 

As with a number of public services, education is currently undergoing a range of reforms including poli-
cies to meet the call by the Christie Commission for early intervention and the implementation of the Cur-
riculum for Excellence.  In combination with distinct policies in Higher and Further Education, this repre-
sents a major period of flux.  Whilst the key decisions are devolved and thus unaffected by a shift in pow-
ers, the significance of constitutional change for education provision post referendum and the potential of 
possible new government priorities and policies post 2016 is profound. 

 

School Education 

 

The adoption of an early years’ strategy, support for increased quality childcare provision and the princi-
ples of the Curriculum for Excellence all suggest that policy in Scotland is moving in a generally positive 
direction in comparison with the rUK.  However, STUC does not underestimate the number of reformers 
within Scotland who would wish to promote English style reforms and both campaigns will benefit from 
making a clear statement that they fully support the comprehensive system which is the hallmark of 
Scottish education.  

 

Equally any presumption that an independent Scotland would ‘hit the ground running’ on education will 
be best substantiated with commitments to increasing the resources available for nursery education and 
to support the successful implementation of the Curriculum for Excellence. 

 

Further Education 

 

Having undergone a period of major reform and restructuring, the Further Education sector requires a 
level of funding which reflects its pivotal role in providing educational opportunity for thousands of peo-
ple of all ages and its key role in promoting economic growth.  The STUC has been dismayed at recent cuts 
to part time college places and courses and maintaining a properly rewarded and supported workforce is 
a necessity looking forward. STUC also rejects the ‘either or approach’ to funding Higher Education or Fur-
ther Education. 
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Higher Education 

 

The STUC agrees with the Scottish Government that higher education is one of our strengths and that in-
vestment in Research and Development is a key component of driving innovation and long-term economic 
success. The STUC fully supports the principle of free access to education and the decision not to charge 
university tuition fees.   The STUC also rejects the ‘either or approach’ to funding Higher Education or Fur-
ther Education. 

 

The two major concerns post-independence relate to the future of the no-tuition fees policy and the ex-
tent to which Scottish universities will be able to enjoy a future share of Research Council grants. 

 

Currently, undergraduate students from rUK are charged fees of up to £9,000 per annum if they study in 
Scotland. The White Paper states the Scottish Government’s belief that, post-independence, it would be 
able to continue to charge students from rUK whilst students from the rest of the EU would continue to 
study for free. This is an area where there are ongoing debates but experts in European law believe that 
the EU would be unlikely to allow an independent Scotland to charge fees to rUK students, when home 
students are studying for free. So whilst independence would not prevent the continuation of no-tuition 
fees on policy grounds, the financial pressures which would be exerted on the Scottish Government to 
change the policy would be considerable. 

 

Aside from the devolved funding of research through the block grant, competitively awarded research 
grants are provided across the UK by the Research Council. In 2012-2013, Scotland gained 10.7% of UK 
Research Council funding, against 8.4% of population. The Department for Business Innovation and Skills 
(BIS) has suggested that there would be no guarantee that Scotland would continue to be part of a UK 
funding area post-independence, because national governments fund national research programmes. The 
Scottish Government contradicts this by arguing that it would be to the advantage of the rUK to continue 
to fund excellence given the closely integrated nature of the UK economy. The same argument would ap-
ply to the disbursement of funds to universities from UK charities which BIS also suggests would fall.  
However, there are important opportunities for universities to access EU Horizon 2020 research funds.  
One area for further consideration is whether an independent Scotland with a separate 'seat at the table' 
at the EU would make it more likely that Scotland would access more of these funds than under current 
arrangements.  
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Non-devolved public services 

 

A number of the key policy levers identified by the Scottish Government in the case of independence in-
clude taxation, Social Security and migration.  It also identifies a major reorganisation of defence as a con-
sequence of the creation of a Scottish defence force.  Upon independence the Scottish Government would 
require to create a range of new public service bodies including the administration of benefits and pen-
sions, the expansion of Revenue Scotland, a Scottish Border and Migrations Service and Passport Agency.  
This would not be without cost, but neither is there an indication that costs would be prohibitive as a pro-
portion of the overall budgets administered by such agencies.   

 

To meet the ambitions of the Scottish Government to pursue more effective policies in areas such as wel-
fare and tax collection and reform, the employment of adequate numbers of properly rewarded public 
and civil servants is a necessity. 

 

Unlike other public servants, the workers in these departments would be subject to significant upheaval.  
STUC estimates that current civil service employment is broadly in line with Scotland’s proportion of over-
all UK expenditure (rather than population share). Whilst there is no evidence that jobs would or should 
be lost (indeed there would be a case for increasing employment in some areas) the impact of re-
organisation should not be underestimated particularly in areas where those undertaking UK-wide func-
tions are based in Scotland , or vice versa.  The intensive involvement of civil service unions in the transi-
tion will be a pre-requisite for union support in the case of a Yes vote. 
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EQUALITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS 

 

The UK Government is a signatory to a number of international Conventions, such as the UN Declaration 
on Human Rights; the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, (CEDAW), the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child; which provide a degree of protection for citizens. The requirements 
for compliance with CEDAW for example have recently seen a coalition of women’s and organisations, 
including the STUC and the Scottish Refugee Council, submit evidence to the UN examining process. The 
Scottish Government at present submits its reports on progress on the various Articles to the UK Govern-
ment, which is the state body with responsibility for reporting to the UN.  

 

The relationship with the United Nations, and the process for signing up to the various international dec-
larations and Conventions, needs to be examined further during the Independence debate.  The frame-
work provided by these treaties mentioned above is a valuable tool in our campaigns for social justice and 
equality, and provides a mechanism for holding state governments to count. It should also be noted that 
the EHRC and SHRC have a monitoring and reporting role within their remit, and the protection and con-
tinuation of this in ‘equality and human rights’ institutions of the future would be important in any new 
constitution, along with the enshrinement of equality and human rights principles in that constitution. 

 

Much of the framework for equality and human rights law is set out at a European level. The UK is a party 
to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), which is given further effect in UK law by the Hu-
man Rights Act (1998), passed by the Westminster Government. Under the Human Rights Act, UK courts 
are able to give remedy to those who have had a convention right breached. So, while the Strasbourg 
court remains the court of last resort for addressing ECHR breaches, the UK Supreme Court has been set 
up, in part, to provide more immediate remedy. The UK Supreme Court can (and has) made rulings which 
overturn the decisions of Scottish Courts on human rights grounds.  

 

In reality human rights are neither devolved nor reserved but carry equal weight in all jurisdictions of the 
UK. However, the power of the courts to overturn the decisions of Parliament on human rights grounds 
does vary. Legislation passed by the Scottish Parliament if incompatible with a convention right it can be 
struck down, but primary legislation passed by the Westminster Parliament cannot be overturned directly 
by the courts, (although the courts can ask Parliament to reconsider the legislation).  

 

With regard to equality it is primarily the European Union which sets out the principles of our equality law 
using European directives. These are then interpreted and made into law by the Westminster Govern-
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ment. In this way equality law is mostly a reserved area. However, there are some elements of equality 
law that are devolved, the encouragement of equal opportunities and the placing of equality duties on 
Scottish public bodies. 

Thus the Scottish Government is able to incorporate human rights and equality provisions into Scottish 
legislation but its position is reliant on the UK relationship with the European Union and it being a signato-
ry to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and as a consequence, under current arrange-
ments would be placed in a difficult position were the UK Coalition to renounce the ECHR as it has threat-
ened to do. 

 

The Scottish Government promises a written constitution in which human rights will be enshrined and 
which will provide a platform for Scotland to strengthen Scotland’s influence on the international stage.  It 
also pledges to promote diversity in representation in public life for women, disabled people and ethnic 
minorities and following independence has recently pledged to increase the representation of women on 
company boards to at least 40%, a task it argues would be made easier with independence.  STUC strongly 
supports this aim but believes that a wider range of measures to promote equality, including revisiting 
representation of women in the Scottish Parliament will be necessary irrespective of the result of the ref-
erendum. 

 

Immigration, on the other hand, is nearly exclusively a reserved issue with all legislation on immigration 
being made in Westminster. In the past the Scottish Government has been able to work with the UK Gov-
ernment to create different visa arrangements for Scotland, for example through the Fresh Talent initia-
tive, however, the recent review of immigration policy by the Westminster Government has removed the-
se provisions.  

 

IMMIGRATION 

 

Immigration policy is divided into three main areas; firstly for EU nationals who have freedom of move-
ment within the EU and have the right to live and work in any EU country, secondly for non-EU (or third 
country) nationals for whom there is a ‘points-based system’ in place and finally for asylum seekers and 
refugees.  

 

The Scottish Government puts forward a strong and progressive case for an alternative immigration policy 
in Scotland based upon a rejection of some of the more xenophobic approaches witnessed at Westmin-
ster and on a different and correct assessment of Scotland’s future migration needs.  Whilst it would be 
complacent to suggest that Scotland is free from anti-migrant feeling or racism, there is evidence, as cited 
earlier that Scots voters are, on the whole more relaxed about further migration.   
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Creating a more open system for migration is not a straight forward task in the context of creating two 
different relationships with the UK and Europe and given the Schengen border rules.  However, the 
Scottish Government points to Ireland and the UK as countries with different immigration policies but 
open borders to indicate that agreement could be reached. 

 

Asylum is primarily governed by the Geneva Convention and at a European level the Dublin II regulation. 
The UK government currently houses asylum seekers in Glasgow while they are awaiting their hearings 
and many refugee families choose to make Scotland their home.  

 

There is clear evidence of a more progressive approach to asylum in Scotland than in other parts of the 
UK, with more of an emphasis on support for asylum seekers. This is illustrated by the high level of oppo-
sition to the use of Dungavel detention centre for families and the resistance that Scottish communities 
have shown to the practice of dawn raids.  STUC strongly supports the right of asylum seekers to work 
and this would be a clear advantage of independence as the likelihood of this being achieved in a UK con-
text in the near future seems remote. 
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